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The handsome $40,000 farm resi
Fifty of the total enrollment of 111<■
dence of John Emery Hayden, about
Junior High School won* able lo comone and a half miles out, which has
■plete the first term of school of flu*
A large number enjoyed a splendid
been a “ show” place in Presque Isle
supper last Tuesday evening at the
present
year
without
having
been
lam
i on the Easton road, was burned to
Free Baptist church. The young men
or absent once.
Following are tlm
the stone foundations Sunday morni L I jIM I
of the Knox class and the young ladies
names of those pupils who have been
l ing about 2.30 o’clock. The tire deof the Ormsby class waited on tables
regular in attendance and punctual
|partment was caled and apparatus j
in their duty of being on time:
and saw that all were looked after.
j went out, hut nothing coud be done ;
A
number of new faces were seen at
7
A
j Mr. Hayden and several of his children
the
supper and all were given the
Norma
Briggs.
(
'lavton
Crawford,
[ were at a lumber camp for the day
glad hand of welcome.
(ieorge
Gorham,
Beryl
Golding,
Sylvia
and did not return until tonight.
At the regular meeting of the Rotary
After the supper came the business
Henderson. Anah Ingraham. Kenneth
Merchants or manufacturers may
In the house were Mrs. Hayden, her I
Club
at Elmcroft on Friday evening meeting of the church where reports
Jones,
Ellen
Nadeau,
.lean
Orcutt,
Ali
adopt “cost or market, which ever is two older daughters,, Marilla and Villa
In a five cornered contest at the
the committee appointed to see what —
son Hose,
were received from all societies and
lower” as a basis for vauing their a guest. Miss Helen Ford, and
the ^ ePuhlican joint convention in Auguscould
lie done in relation to a
7 B
bend
committees and new officers elected
Inventories for 1920 income tax re- farm hand, Frank Waldron and wife, i ta at 12™ Wednesday morning, Hon.
Gordon Don. Theodore Hem ore, for Houlton reported.
for the year. In the absence of Mr,
turns under regulations issued by the j all of whom escaped in their night Ranafor<1 W. Shaw of Houlton
was Ellen Irvine, Avis Nickerson, Mary
Emmons Robinson, Houlton’s
well ; R. W. Shaw, who for many years has
Elerv
bureau of Internal revenue. The regu- i clothing from the second story win-, nominate(1 for attorney
general of Robinson. Melville Wibborlv.
known young musician, was present
Wilson.
been moderator of the Parish, Mr. A.
lations also provide that
the
dif- dows, going down ladders.
i the
of Maine. He received 97
and gave an outline of what could he
7 C
E. Astle was called upon to preside
fsrence caused by the fall of prices j The fire originated around the fur-; out ot 160 votes on the last
ballot,
that
Dorothy Albright. Harold Brewer, done towards having a band
over the meeting.
during the year may be deducted In Jnace, it is believed, and had been i
is c,aime(1 that the Penobscot del- Margaret Glifford. Mildred Doeseher, would be an honor to the town, proA most important item of business
viding it had the hacking of the citireaching the value of stock.
smouldering for some time. The cell egation voted as a unit for the Aroos Nola Hartford, Dorothy Hood.
was the appointment of a committee
Secretary Houston and officials of ar contained a large quantity of wood, took man and the strength of Ray,
8 B
zens in general a well as some organito consider the feasibility of uniting
the Internal revenue
bureau
were supplies and other articles. The house mond W. Fellows went to Shaw. As Eva Grant, Mil di a'' Ha g - naan,1 Gonion zatl0n that would stand l)ehind
iL
T. 1 .
in
one corporate body the two bodies
without estimates as to the d iffe r- ! was so full of gas and smoke that but soon as the result was announced, Johnson. Lewis Jackins!'Arthur More- Mr- H i n s o n was very much pleased
now
known as the Parish and the
house,
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O’Donnell,
Manley
Van
at
the
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shown
and
assured
ence in revenues which may result j a small part of the furnishings could there was a storm of applause. Four
,
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Tasel, Celia Watson.
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Church. It has also decided to change'
from valuation at market rather than be saved. The loss is nearly covered j ^ea i8 a^° ^ on- Guy H. Sturgis of
11,1 v' arQ0n_,
the members that there was ample the name
of the church from the
cost. The belief was expressed in by insurance
Portland was nominated attorney genEdna Fiske. Eldridge ingrahum. material for having just such an
“ First Free Baptist Church” to “ The
some quarters that the difference
_____________
eral after 32 ballots had been taken,
McIntyre
organization and expressed the idea
Military
Street
United
Baptist
8 A
would run into many
millions
of
Mrs. Geo. E. Dunn returned Monday , tlie flnal ontJ being cast at :: in the
that it would he best to have the
Robert. Burleigh. Alan Clark, Virgin
Church.” The change was brought
dollars. Internal revenue bureau offi from accompanying her brother Ralph morning
ia Dudley. Minnie Doak, Marguerite business end of it in the hands of a about with a desire to bring this
cials explained that the law permits on his return home last week for a
Gn the first ballot
for attorney Dunphv. Rohan Dunn, Lois Haskell, committee from the club.
church more in line with other United
of a choice of basis and under present visit with her mother, Mrs. Mattie general, there were 171 votes, while Margaret Hamilton, Lena Hare, Doro
President Peabody appointed as
Baptist
churches in Maine and New
thy
Logan,
Doris
Mooe
conditions “market” reflects more Powers of Brookline, Mass.
ers,
Marv members of this committee G. R.
the convention was only entitled to
Brunswick.
Peabody, Faye Rhoda.
accurately the state of business condi
166, and no count was made for each
Ervin, A. S. Cotton and Percy L.
The treasurers report showed an
tions. To require inventories at a
candidate. The result of the other
Rideout, wrho with Mr. Robinson will
expenditure for the year of $5002.01
cost higher than “markets” it was
callots were as follows:
take steps to secure rooms for prgetiewith a balance on hand of $123.00. O f
asserted, would be to put a tax on j
Second—Dyer 52, Fellows 34, Cowan
ing
and a palce for keeping the instru- this amount the Sunday School raised
Clifford L ’ltalian made the mistake
12, Shaw 45, Lawrence 17.
investment rather than on income.
j
The annual meeting of the Houlton ments, and will take such action as $284.41 and the mission
of his life in misplacing a barn where
Third Dyer 54, Fellows 36. Cowan Trust Company was held on Tuesday may lie deemed best to secure funds $249.68 and
Uner ordinary circumstances, “mar
society
he had agreed to deliver six cases of
the Young
Peoples
ket” is defined by the regulations as
3, Shaw 49, Lawrreuce 14, Emery 1.
last when the old hoard of directors to procure instruments until
Town
j
Society
$166.
Canadian whisky which he had brought
Over $1650 was eonmeaning the current bid price prevail
Fourth— Dyer 55, Fellows 35, Cowan was re-elected, viz., Ora Gilpatrick, meeting, when money enough to carry tributed
across the line after dodging federal
to missions during the year
6, Shaw- 51, Lawrence 15.
ing at the date of the anniversary for
James K. Plummer, Samuel Lane, on the work of having a hand in which
and county officers. And he couldn’t
The following officers were elected
the particular merchandise in the vol
Fifth— Dyer 60, Fellows 32. Cowan George A. Gorham, George S. Gentle, Houlton may feel proud of. will he
have picked out a barn more unlucky
for
the year 1921;
2, Shaw 53, Lawrence 14.
ume in which ordinarily purchased by
E. L. Vail, E. E. Milliken, Delmont asked for.
for him in the town.
Pastor, Rev. F. C. Hartley; Clerk,
the tax payer. The regulations, how
Sixth—Dyer 61, Fellows 25. Shaw 67, Emerson. James Archibald, Beecher
Deputy Sheriff E. L. Guiou of
H. E. Thomas; Treasurer,
Murray
Lawrence 9.
ever, further provie that where, ow- i
Putnam. E. A. Peabody, S. L. 'White.
Presque Isle had occasion to go to his
Russell; Trustees, Messrs. Knox,.
ing to abnormal circumstances, the j
1 Seventh—Shs 1 3". Dyer 61, Law I. E. Seavey, C. H. Fogg and Fred L.
barn Sunday night and was surprised rence 1.
Wednesday, January 5th, saw the Shaw, Connor, Stairs. McGee, Astle.
tax payer has regularly sold
such
Put nam.
«-«* •~e>------ •* —*'* ~v' ' " |tj find a team of steaming horses and
Outlaw
team, for the second time in
Finance Committee: Messrs. Potter,
merchandise at prices lower than the i „ „i„ j —
—
At the Senate Republican caucus
Ora Gilpatrick was re-elected Pies
a sled on the floor and two men busily
their
career,
get
an
awt'vil
walloping.
Ormsby,
Knox. Harmon, Dow. Whitney
current bid price the inventory may
these nominations w^re made: Presi ident and Jas. K.
Plummer,
Vice
unloading cases of whisky. One of
McKeen. Grant.
be valued at such price.
dent. Percival P. Baxter of Portland; President.
Samuel Lane, George A. The fast Linneus five turned the trick
the men at the sight of the officer
Ushers: Morning service, Messers.
Inventories of taypayers, on what
secretary, L. Ernest n'hornton of Au Gorham and Jas. Archibald were el last fall howling the fine total of 1381
gave a wild yell and fled. The other
and
taking
all
three
games
and
the
Grant,
Hagerman.
Stover,
Jones,
ever basis taken, will be subject to in
gusta; assistant se< retary. Harry P ected to serve with these officers as
was in the haymow, where he had
pintail
hv
77
pins.
This
second
defeat
[
Thomas.
Crawford.
Evening
service,
vestigation, the revenue bureau an
Howes of Vassalboro;
messenger. the Executive Board.
been burying the cases.
was about as had and was handed the Knox class of young men.
nounced, and taxpayers must satisfy
Janies F. Ashford of Windsor; assist
Wilford Fullerton was elected Treas
“What’s going on here?” Mr. Guiou
them hv the Elks team on the latter’s
Music: Mrs. Towers. Mrs. Knox. Mr.
the bureau of the correctness of the
ant messenger, Stephen B. Lord of tirer and H. H. Dyer Asst. Treas.
alleys.
Berne and Mr. Smith.
wanted to know.
W e r e hiding the Lebanon; folder. Willii
prices adopted.
iam B Brown
The report for the year of 192n
stuff,” he was assured by the man in
Sunday School Supt., H. B. Craw
Tlie E.ks took all three games, the
Taxpayers are permitted under regu
of Bowdoinham; assistant folder. Phil showed it to he the best in tile history
the haymow. “Well you’ve picked out
ford;
Sect.. Gordon White.
first
one
by
22
pins,
the
second
by
10
lations to value their inventories at
ip P. Carroll of Lubeu; postmaster. of the hank, the depos:ts being the
a good place, I ’ll say,” replied the
Christian
Endeavor: Pres., Arthur
pins
and
the
last
one
by
28.
a
total
cost or market, which ever is lower,
William Stewart of Newport:
door largest ever known, which speaks
deputy.
Ross; Sect.. Ruhv Hovey.
of
6o
pins.
They
rolled
two
fine
.regardless of past practices, but in
keeper, Mellen Trvon of Portland.
well for the prosperity of Aroostook
By this time the man in the mow.
Women's mission society; Pres.,
games, the first and the third, the
the future a change will only be per
Hon. C. P. B arn e s Nominated
and of ibis bank's growth.
who proved to be L ’ltalian, began to
Mrs.
C. W. Towers; Sect., Mrs. H. F.
scores being 469 and 150 respectively.
mitted with the consent of the bureau. I
The following nominations which
Smith.
,, 1. 1. ; 8asP©ct that all was not right,
hut
Their
total
of
1325
was
a
pretty
fair
"A tax payer may. regardlea. of hi. |he wa9 too late He was )aced under were ihe same as an election, were
one, too. especially when compared to
Republican
p u t practice, adopt the basie of
and #dm|tted th
„„ must made at the House
their opponents' nieasley 1265.
caucus;
Speaker,
Charles
P
Barms
•COM or market which ever 1. »<mer I have made # mi8take
the barn |mt
The many friends of Mr. Delancey
for hlB 1920 inventory, provided a dis
of Houlton; clerk. Clyde R. Chapman
Tlie bright and shining Jiglits of
1would disclose nothing further.
He
closure of the fact and that it repre
of Belfast; assistant clerk. Roy C.
AlcPartland
and Mcllroy were sorrowed as well as
Much has Imsui said about the high the contest were
said that it was his first job of rum
sents a change are made in the re
Fish of Belfast ; messenger. ! hit rid; freight rates <yi pntati 's and how if Willey. MrPartland's average of 98 1-3 surprised to learn of his sudden death
running. He is under bonds for ap
Hayes of Chelsea; assistant messeng is going to affect the farmer,
turn.”
but proves that he is surely one bad cat which occurred at his home on
pearance at the next term of court.
“The Inventories of tax payers or
er, H. T. Smallidge of Winter Harbor: from the following telegrams as on the polished lanes. His speed ball t Kelieran street on Wednesday
e nHis helper was arrested later and is
what ever basis taken will be subject
postmaster, Harry L. Rankin of San published in the Produce News it cun was mightly effective but even when ing.
in jail.
to investigation by the Commissioner,
ford; mail carrier, D S. Clement of he seen that other sect
Mr. Mcllroy had been about his
as hard the breaks were against him, he pick
and the tax payer must satisfy the
Winthrop; first folder, Julian K. Chaw- hit as Aroostook.
ed pins like a professional and cleaned usual day's work but after supper
Commissioner of the correctness of
complained
of not feeling well and
ford of Newport;
second folder,
.
.
---Frtiit and vegetable growers and up nines and tens at will.
t. , \\ tllev s cross-fire was fiendish
, ahout a nine
o’clock passed away
the prices adopted. He must be pre
Francis J. Cavouette
of Augusta; shippers see ruin facing them with
Doc
.
* from
t gave us a splendid
,
... exhibition
......
an,,attack
pared to show both the cost and the
P. H. Fitzgerald of Au- prices tumbling and freight rales high and, he
,, „ of acute indigestion.
6
At a meeting of the directors of the gusta.
market price ot each article included
of 1, ow a southern pa wad osteopath
G ilr o y was born In Benton, N.
er than ever before known.
Houlton Agricultural Society held
Representative Buzzell of Belfast
in the inventory.”
Los Angeles California vegetable scatters the maples. His H I the first
**•
and w" marrled
Monday
forenoon at the Engine House was elected Republican floor leader
.............,
. . . we never 1to .Miss Florence
McNerline.
The value of each item (and each
shippers are fighting with
their hacks ^a,ne Nvas a blow from which
K
.
. . . . to which
, ,,
union
lot or shipment of each item) in the the following were elected to serve over Representative Frederick
the wall. Unless relief comes, and recovered, coming as it did from o n e :..
, . _wfere born two children.’ Mrs.
W. to
comes soon in the form of lower
Inventory will be measured by market for the ensuing year;
Mabel Stackpole, wife of A. AI. StaekHinckley of South Portland by a vote
freight and refrigeration charges, whom we considered a friend.
George
H.
Benn,
Pres.
of 77 to 42.
It that Is lower than cost or by cost
The worst of it is, we have no alibi. pole of Bridgewater.
and
Howard
only a small percentage of the present
Jas. C. Madigan, Vice Pres.
, sure, we didn
... .t always geta .em Delancey of Detroit,, , Michigan.
If that is lower than market. An
Los Angeles shipping agencies, 30 in To be
, °
, He
E. B. Leighton, Secretary
number, can stick it out, even for a when we hit 'em, hut it
. is
, equally
„ true ■was married to^ Miss Marv J. Davidson
Illustration of the above:
single season. Eventually, unless low
J. T. Lenehan, Asst. Secretary
, , ,
,
, . ,
.
of Boston on Dec. 12. 1895.
s
er rates are made, the vegetable in that we didn t always hit em when
w
A.
E.
Carter,
Treasurer
41
Mr. Mcllroy has been a well known
2 *9
dustry will he completely wiped out. we could have got 'em.
5
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The various important committees
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figure in church affairs, being a
The
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meetings
have
been
C
S
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The game in disastrous detail:
appointed will be announced later. scheduled to date.
Orlando- .More than 400 citrus
£
<
<
< 2
staunch member of the Methodist
Z £>
Hose 9 pr $L00 $9.00 $.50 $4.50 $4.50 The election of Mr. Leighton as
growers from all parts of
Florida
“O u tla w s”
church
and one of the church deacons
Tuesday
afternoon,
Jan.
18.
E.
.50 B.00 .75 9.00 6.00 Secretary seems to meet with uni
Hose 12 pr
gathered here in answer to the hurry Ervin
94
79
80
253 for many years. He was a carpenter
Hodgdon. Chairman. M. C. Duff.
.40 4.00 .25 2.50 2.60
Hose 10 pr
call sent out by the citrus interests Hagerman
versal favor as he has during his
84
73
82
239
Tuesday evening, Jan. 18, Hodgdon of the State*, in seeking a solution of
in
$16.00 13.00 connection with the society made him- Mills. Chairman, Cyrus Benn.
83
84
$19.00
85
Total
252 Houlton.
the present crisis in the marketing of Kelso t
He was kind-hearted. a
their fruit.
Moir
(Blanks for taking stock as above j self familiar with the various duties
93
79
88
260
Wednesday, all day, Jan. 19. Monti
The cost of picking, packing, price Mdnt yre
may be obtained at T IM E S office).
'■and his experience in securing en93
81
87
261 friend and was held in the highest
cello. Chairman, Joel Wellington.
of material and the new freight rates
—
j tertainment during his term of service
-—
.........
esteem by everyone who know him.
Reg 45 Act 1585 a
Tliurs. evening. Jan. 2o, Littleton. are pronounced prohibitive in view of
I on this committee has always been
447
396
422
1265
the
prevailing
market.
It
was
tlie
con
He leaves to mourn the loss of a
Chairman, T. A. Schools.
“Farm ers May change the basis of
j most satisfactory.
sensus of opinion among the growers
"Elks”
kind husband and father a widow and
th a lr ' returns from that of receipts
Fri. evening. Jan, 21, New Limerick. present that a solution of all their
Six a
! The dates of the 1921 Fair, which
98
75
1<
250 two children.
Chairman, W. H. Lowery.
and disbursements to that of inven
problems will be found in a readjust Chapman
1have already been announced, arc
76
75
SS
239
The funeral service was held from
This meeting is the “ Town Meet ment of existing Height rates, with
tory basis which necessitates the use
A uderson
Aug. 30, 31, Sept. 1, 2.
85
81
92
25S tin* .Methodist church on Friday aft
of opening and closing inventories for
ing” of the Farm Bureau for the out which tin citrus interests in the
State will e\p-■ri••)]cc the greatest dis MrParf land
Statement of Houlton Agricultural
99
SS
los
295 ernoon. Rev. Thomas Whiteside, pas
the year in which the change is made
year, and the man that attends this aster in its bisiorv.
Willey
Society
11i
87
85
283
tor of the church officiating. The ser
me,uing will have a voice in what the
.............and there must be submitted
Assets
vice was public and largely attended.
“ Eastern receivers who bought 'cash
with the return for the current tax-,
farm bureau does in that community
( ’ash
469
4x6
45(>
1325
$313.88 for the next twelve months. This is California' have been taking heavy
able year an adjustment sheet
fo r!
General Construction
9504.84 the one time during tlie year when losses." said a well-posted sales man
1917 and each year thereafter based i
ager the other day when asked for
Fence
3158.06
Notes
the members of ‘ he Farm Bureau and actual cost figures, “ lienee they have
on the inventory method........... When j
Grand Stand
4239.52
Some lev strings were rolled on the
the Agent get together to take ac called a halt and are out of tlx mu r
it Is impossible to render complete !
Track
6268.18 count. of the work done during tin- ket as buyers. Shippers have 1
Salvation army alleys last week. Tlie
inventories from the beginning of the !
The annual meeting of the MeduxBall Stand
560.63 past year and make plans for the taking steady losses and they too a n best live string total we heard of was
taxable year 1917, the
Department!
nekeag Club was held last Tuesday
out
of
the
markei.
Barn
2059.02 coining season. Come and find out
hung up by Guy Sawyer, 540, or an evening at the Club house and the
w ll accept estimates which
in its j
average of 108
what your Farm Bureau has done in
opinion substantially reflect the in- '
following officers were elected for
$26,098.14 th<’ county thus far and help to en
Capt. Farmer has some fine pin hovs the misuing year:
come on the inventory basis for the !
Liabilities
now. They set them fast and on the
large it by etting it help you this next
year 1917 and thereafter.”
I
President, Fred W. Mitchell
Bills Payable
6200.00 season. Every Farm Bureau member
Conditions of unemployment un spots. It is a fine chance to drop in on
1st Vice Pres.. G. R. Ervin
Reserve for Depreciation
2504.34 will he there and every farmer that is
an afternoon for a session with tile
2nd Vice Pres., Fred O. Orcutt
equalled
since
1914.
v
ere
reported
Surplus
3013.80 not a member at present is invited.
maples. The alleys are chum and fast
3rd Vice Pres., W. H. McGary
Fire on Saturday in Caribou destroy- j capita.1 Stock
last' week by the public employment
14380.00
and
if
you
get
into
a
((infest
with
tin*
Clerk
and Treas., A. E. Carter
ed the Ritche Block on Water street,
otfice of the state department of labor Captain himself, you'll know you've
26,098.14
Directors;
W. S. Blake. B. B. Mcentailing a loss of $50,000.
Surplus 1919
4747.07
and industries.
been in a scrap.
Intyre. G. E. Wilkins. Wilford FullerThose burned out were the Caribou Less Loss 1920
481.10
Doc Rridgham was the big noise on ton. Gug C. Porter. L. S. Kelso, Jas.
During the month of December.
Drug Co.; Merithew A Bragdon, hard Resv. for Dep. 1920
1252.17 1733.27
the
Dux alleys last week
At
the
annual
meeting
of
the
East
His string C. Madigan.
Supt. Harry G. Dunderdale said appli
ware and sporting goods; American
of
11S
early
in
the
week
ern
Maine
Railroad
held
in
Bangor,
House Committee: G. E. Wilkins
looked
good
Legion club room;
Western
Union
cants for jobs were more numerous
Surplus
$3013.80 the following officers were elected:
for the prize ticket, hut he was taking B. B. McIntyre. W S. Blake.
Telegraph Co.; W. C. Stone, potato
than In any corresponding month in no chances so he hung up 129 and the
George W. Maxfield, president and
Bowling Committee; L. S. Kelso. A.
broker;
Mrs. Augusta Armstrong,
the past six years. Requests for help others quit,
E. Carter. Chas. G. Lunt.
general manager; Alfred G. Chambers,
dressmaker, and Dr. Charles F. Thom
front employers fell off 52
per cent.
Jan. 12th bids fair to he a red letter ■ !t was voted to have a hall and thevice president; Churls L. Andrews,
as.
from
last
and..........................
19 per cent, day
enthusiasts m
in Moalton
Houlton . following committee w »« appointed:
clerk;
George
c«rK ; u
«o rg e W.
w . Maxfield
Maxneld of Bangor,
Bangor
v „, December
,
«.• for bowing Munusmsw
1
AifroH
r
c
it
a
n
io
ti
-n
^r0,T1
November,
which
was
also
a
w
h
en
the
Meduxnekeag
club
will
have ' * rt?d O. Orcutt. A. L. Rogers,
Geo. JA.
W . a Lewin, Deputy Grand Mas
“
The Department of Agriculture has ! A,fred G' C am b ers of Haynoeville,, record breaking poor business month, - ~
” "
as their guests two of the fastest HaH Jr * p - L Rideout. R. H. Brittain,
ter, and Alton E.
Carter,
Deputy available for spring
planting trial George H. Benn, Hodgdon; Charles L. the report said.
howling teams in the state, the St.
McKay.
. Andrews of Augusta; and Flavius O.
Grand
Marshal,
left
on
Monday packages of alfalfa seed and
Positions filled were 48 per cent. Croix club’s team from Calais and tlx
field
j
Beal
of
Bangor,
directors.
Charles
L.
ip
for Millinocket where they will install
j Andrews was elected treasurer and less than a year ago. In the men’s Mooseleuk Club’s pin pickers from
the officers of the Oddfellows and Re- peas, each in four-cound packages.
matches will he rolled in the evening.
unskilled department the decline was Presque Isle.
Not more than one package of each i secretary of the hoard,
bekah Lodges at a joint installation
There ought to be some fine scores
greatest, the requests from mployers
The two teams will arrive here on
will be
in that town.
hung up as both of the visiting teams
sent to an applicant. Seed |
~
~
,
falling 77 pr cent, below the number
the noon trains of the B. & A. and C.
A number of our citizens with their , can be obtaine(i through Congressman j Mrs’ Geo’ Hammoa(t of Bangor spent! of last December and 52 per cent, be P. Ily. Plans are being made for two are composed of men whose averages
families enjoyed dinner Sunday at the Hersey, House of Representatives, I
— n»-— .' _
min r but a litt.c improvement. matches in the afternoon on the Dux are around 100 all the time.
Our next week’s issue will contain
I
children
Mrs.
Willie
Lowrey
and
Mr.
was
noted
during the last week of th
Snell House.
j Washington, D. C.
alleys followed by a club supper in
|Scott Hammond and families.
, month.
11m detnih'd score of all the matches
'he Dux dining rooom. Two more rolled.
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Years to Come

Legislators Elect Able Men to
Important Offices

Steps Taken by Rotary Club
to Back New Organization

HOULTON TRUST COMPANY
ELECTS OFFICERS

RUMRUNNERS
PICK WRONG BARN

DOWN THE ALLEYS

AROOSTOOK NOT THE ONLY
SECTION SUFFERING FROM
HIGH FREIGHT RATES

DELANCEY M ILROY

HOULTON AGRICULTURAL
SOCIETY ELECTS OFFICERS doorkeeppr.

FARM BUREAU
PLANNING MEETINGS
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FIRE IN CARIBOU

ANNUAL MEETING OF
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The best brought up family of unsheltered places? The palace for
I During theK war, the sharp line
N E E D E D O P T IM IS M
Oh, make your home bright! Bring
edu care, the cottage for love. Not that
Nothing is more contagious than drawn between essential and non- children we ever knew were
in
the violin or the picture. It does
Established April 13, 1390
of
always there is no love in a mansion;
but
optimism; and the leaders today who essential industries almost eliminated cated on the principle
not require a great salary or a big
A L L T H E HOM E N E W 8
are keeping people from the mesmeric the country’s reserves of many articles commending them when it was pos somehow if we are not very careful, house, or chased silver or gorgeous
Published every Wedaesday morning
influence of the pessimists are doing we normally consider necessary to sible to do so and letting sience he business will crowd all there is of upholstery to make a happy home.
by the Times Publishing Co.
wrong
doing beauty out of the heart. This is
Indivi the reproof of any
untold good. Reconstruction problems our comfort and happiness.
All that is wanted is a father’s heart,
Wn why God has given
the Sabbaths a mother's heart, in sympathy with
are being solved, gradually and with duals also held their purchases to a which was not really serious.
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
out panic. Business is taking its minimum. Because of our depleted have heard the children of this and Saturday nights, that we may young folks.
Subscription in U. S. |1.5C per year drastic doses— tho somewhat reluc stocks of things considered non-es household, when their mother had leave business and have a little heart
In advance; in Canada $2.00 in advance
tantly— but it is taking them. We sential during the war, and because failed to say any word of commen cleaning.
Single copies five cents
I
are on the right track. So why not of Europe’s insistent demand for dation after some social occasion,
goods, a buying movement has de ask as anxiously as possible, • What
Let
us
all
remember
that
the
i
follow
the
good
advice
of
the
Manu
advertising rates based upon guaran
veloped which has completely outrun I was it. mamma? 1 know somethh g higher and happier our borne life,
facturers'
Record,
which
says:
teed paid in advance circulation
Didn’t we treat Dc ‘ h ■ mere wisely and heiPer we may
“ Forgetting the things that are be production. As a consequence prices was wrong.
Entered at the Post Office at Houltou hind us in war and peace and business have been pushed up to levels never other children well, or were vve too ii".
lo do the work that lies waiting
noisy?"
In that house reproof was ur us Imyornl it. A pleasant place j
for circulation at second class
and losses, let us press forward that experienced by this gemmation.
Individually we make more money; 1never bestowed unsought only com to conic home to is the greatest oner- !
postal rates.
we may regain business, recoup losses,
that we may recreate prosperity and in our hearts we feel that we ought to . mendation of whatever it was pos gr.'-r a man can have. Then let us
A ll Su b sc rip tio n s are D IS C O N T I N 
employment, that we may bring happi bo able to save more or afford luxuries sible to commend, was gratuitous. .sirive with an earnest and constant j
U E D at expiration
ness where there is now poverty and formerly beyond our roach. When wo Wo think this system would he as purpose to make and keep tho home !
sorrow, and profitable employment have difficulty in doing either, we feel good for those grown-up children, cheerful, inviting and peasant.
P R I D E IN O N E ’S W O R K
that something is wrong and some- i the husbands and wives, as for those
for the millions now seeking work.
When one beholds too large a pro
“ The task before us is big enough body is to blame. We do not stop to still in the nursery.
Man can build the house and roof |
portion of slipshod workmanship all j t0 stir the heroic in American man- ( calculate bow much our advanced |
it in. a resistance against the storms |
about him one can but wonder if the , hood, but the prizes to be won are |wages or salaries and our shortened ■ if you love, love more. If you and elements; but the man with all ;
the hours have added to the selling cost j hate, hate less. Life is too short to his genius and artisan science can-;
little child playing with his toys at great enough to stimulate all
one's feet is too young to be taught latent ambitions of every man and |of the things we produce, distribute ■spend in hating any one. Why war not make the home; that ever has j
We have heard and i against a mortal who is going the j
•
j and consume.
something about pride in workman woman.
and ever will be the task of woman. |
“ Here are 105,000,000 people, taken read so much about the billions and * same road with us? Why not ex It is she alone that can bring to it j
ship; if, perhaps, the schools have
overlooked this essential to success; as a whole the most virile, energetic I billions of dollars worth of goods pand the flower of life and happi- j warmth and beauty. Here she reigns j
(mormons
trade ! ness by learning to love, by teaching supreme.
if even the church has not a moral and resourceful in the world, living j sent abroad, of
i
the .
duty to perform In showing how the under one flag, unvexed by the arbit balances “ in our favor" that we begin those who are near and dear
kingdom of heaven is harmony and rary dividing lines of European nation to wonder what has happened to our , beautiful lessons? Your hands may
The Slough of Despond, the Doubt
harmony is a matter of right-think alities, occupying as trustees the most own particular share in the national |he hard, but your heart need not be.
ing Gastle, and The Giant Despair,
ing which results in right-execution richly endowed and superbly located dividend. If all the world is in debt ii Your form may be bent or ugly, but
are living realities in many lives to
to America, we ask, why haven't we do you know that the mos beautiful
country known to man.
or right-expression.
day and that is why the popularity
rugged,
■flowers grow in the most
“ Our resources are beyond the more money ourselves.
How often is it the common expe
of the old book never wanes.
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
rience to call up the carpenter, the power of our minds to grasp or of j In trying to find the answer, we
-------- ALSO MAKERS OF-------overlook four important facts. First, :
plumber, the picker, the packer, pay ; words to pc tray,
him the best wages and when the ! “ Here in almost endless abundance a large part of this foreign debt to us
task Is finished find that the man j are the resources on which to build represents war loans of our Govern
had little if any pride in workman-1 an industrial and agricultural wealth ment to other governments; it does
(Tablets or Granules)
ship. It was rushed through, finished greater than that of all the world to not belong to individuals. Second,
our exports in recent years have been
somehow or other, regardless of any day.
20-21sk
“ With 6 per cent of the world's pop made uj> largely of foodstuffs, raw
guarantee of permanence or as near
an approach to perfection as possi ulation and 6 per cent of the world’s materials and munitions. the'profits
ble. How often has such work been area, we already produce from 4<> to on which have gone rather directly
done over, in order to have it right 60 per cent or over of nearly all the to farmers and other restricted groups
-with more unnecessary expense, \greatest products of the world: have of producers.
Third, much of tho
T IM E
TABLE
nearly half the world's railroad mile national dividend has been absorbed
trouble and dissatisfaction.
Corrected to Sept. 27, 1920
W e need a justifiable pride in work age and a third of the world’s accum in wage and salary advances.
high
T r a i n s Da ily E x c e p t S u n d a y
manship. W e can begin to teach it ulated wealth, and this wealth is more rentals and heavy expenditures for
From H O U L T O N
to the baby playing with his toys. evenly distributed than in any other new construction and equipment for
8.40 u. in. — For Fort. Fairfield, Caribou,
Let him try to work out his idea. If country on earth thru all the ages of temporary war uses.
Fourth, the
Lino <toue and Van Buren.
‘d.13 a. m. —For Bangor, Portland and
he is faulty at his play, patience will the past or present. And yet we have enormous shipments of foods, clothBoston.
point the moral of persistence and searcely begun to develop our natural hug. shoes and other necessaries to
'■ !
a in. -For Asidand. Fort Kent, St.
correct performance, if it is only a resources as measured by their vast Eiirope which must continue for a
Fra i. -i-. ai -o Warliburn, Presblock-house, a toy bridge, a derrick- extent. Let us, therefore, forgetting time until Europe lias again restored
<1 a- J-If Van Buren via Squ?.
! ’a u and Mnpleton.
model. In school that same pride of j the blunders of the Federal Reserve something like a balance between pro
1.02 p. m.—For Ft. Fairfield and Caribou
workmanship can be developed by Board and the losses which it has duction and consumpt ion have been
Limestone.
exaction of good work in written re brought, go forward.
responsible for tlm ris<- in prices
1.42 l>. m. — For Greenville, Bangor. Port
“ Let us build a mighty network of vlecli lies neutralized t i c advance in
ports. The slip-shod and careless
land and Boston.
6.26 p. m.—For Bangor, Portland and
can be trained to accuracy, and this j highways, so badly needed; let us mod- wages, salaries and profits.
Boston Buffet Sleeping Ca»*
can be trained to accuracy, and this I erni/.e ami (extend our rail and water
Caribou to Boston.
training cannot be begun too soon. Jtransportation facilities, build tin1
8.03 p. m —For Ft. Fairfield, Van Buren
The child willnot thank the father, j million or more dwellings
so badly
Due H O U L T O N
the mother, the teacher for this tire- |needed, build the schools, hotels and
8.31 a. m.—From Boston, Portland, Banless persistence. But what a world of j churches required to keep up with
i or. Buffet Sleeping Boston
B U Z Z E L L ’S
to Caribou.
good It will do the boy or girl! Somd our growing population."
9.09 a. m.—Prom Van Buren, Caribou
L IC E N S E D E M B A L M E R A N D
[lay the children will rise up and
and Fort Fairfield.
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thank God the folks who taught
12.64 p. m.—From Boston. Portland, Ban
For five years this country has been
Phone 161-W— Day or N igh t
gor and Greenville.
them Insisted on pride of workman
more than prosperous. Everyone has
1.37 p. m.—From Limestone. Caribou and
ship.
Fort Fairfield.
There is a moral side to the ques been making money—-employers and
3.00 i'. m.—From St. France?, Fort Kent,
workers
alike.
Wages
have
gone
up
tion, too We are forever postpon
O F F IC E A T R E S I D E N C E
also V. n Buren. Washburn.
ing our milleniums, where we should and up until their present level is
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
129 M ain St. Houlton, Me.
6.21 i>. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
see that perfection lies next door beyond the wildest fancy of labor
i'd/id.' b y
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
md that our whole duty is to reflect leaders in 1914. From the position of
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7.59 p. m.—FrdVn Boston, Portland and
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D E N T IS T
Time tables giving complete information
irhich is good and true and altogeth- a leading place among the creditor
j Postum Cereal Company
F
o
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g
Block
may be abtained at ticket offices.
jr right.
Moreover goodness and nations of the world, and new foreign
J!_•- *UW
ficATC»G"» JvW
CO
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
requisitions
on
our
wealth
are
being
truth and rightness, as William Mor
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
Yet the irritating fact
i s and others* of his kind have made daily.
0 8 T E O P A T H I C P H Y S I C IA N
aught, are as directly related to the remains that, for most of us, our
8uite 13 A 14 M a n su r Blo ck
extra
wages
or
profits
are
balanced
workmanship of our hands as to our
Tel.
156
Houlton, M ain e
by
an
increased
cost
of
living.
tocial relations, our dealing with one
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IASK FOR IT
Expect to find
the Fisherman,
the “ M ark o f

Supremacy, 99

on every bottle
of emulsion that
y o u buy. T h is
means that you
will always ask for

scorn
EMULSION

J

Kl-MOIDS

L o o k ,

i n t o

™ INDIGESTION

i t !

If tea or coffee drink
ing’ disturbs health or
com fort, sw itch to

BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.

In s t a n t
POSTUM

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
DR. F. 0. ORCUTT

T h e r e ’s a b ig g’a i n
tow ard h ealth ,w ith con
venience, economy, anJ
no loss in sa tisfa c tio n

GROCERS
EVERYWHERE
SELL POSTUM

Postum Cereal Company Inc.

iKSTANT Q
- © kiSTUM

B a ttle C reek, M ich..

DR. W. B. R0BEN

mother in the family, in civil govirnment, In business, in the church.
Finally the surest recipe for pride
n workmanship is love for one’s
work. W e should not spend our
ime in work we do not love and
here is no necessary work to be
lone that somebody cannot do with
ippreciatiou of good workmanship
wrought out with a genuine love for
’doing things right." This is as true
>f the brick-maker, the riveter, the
itreet-cleaner, as it is of the captain
>f some great steamship, the head
if some colossal business, the paint•r. the poet, the sculptor.
The man who takes for his slogan
Pride in Workmanship" merits the
avor of man and certainly has the
:ommendation of God.
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Smile

!
,
;

Reduce the Cost o f Production
with Essex Fertilizers

Not if you are feeling two-thirds sick. Few of us can look
happy or be decently agreeable when suffering from headache
or any kind of indigestion, or even a simple cold. But you
W IL L feel like smiling all the time after a few days’ treat
ment with the “ L. F. ” Atwood Medicine, for its first action
is to expel the “ blues” which usually result from a clogged
or bilious condition. Its cleansing process extends to the
blood; there’s no better blood purifier. Soon you’ll feel
stronger, eat better, sleep sounder. And then you’ll smile
without effort and wonder why you never tried this “ Goodhealth” remedy before. Get a 50 cent bottle today. I t ’s
economical — 60 dose9 — and always waiting to aid you.
Sold everywhere. Satisfaction assured by
The “ L. F. ” Medicine Co., Portland, Me.

A ROOSTOOK COUNTY potato growers
Jl \ met the labor shortage by maintaining
production through the efficient use of ma
chinery. They will meet the present chang
ing conditions and lower prices by reducing
the cost of production.
Maximum crops at minimum cost are
obtained with ESSEX Fertilizers. They
double the yield per acre.
ESSEX Fertilizers are balanced in the
proper proportions of ammonia, phosphoric
acid and potash. These essentials of plant
food are derived from the most productive
sources bone, blood and meat fortified
with Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia
and high-grade German Potash. All potash
used in these fertilizers is imported by us
direct from Germany.
ESSEX Fertilizers provide for heavy
feeding from planting time until the end of
the growing season. They supply plant
food that is available and specially adapted
to the needs of the potato.
ESSEX organic Fertilizers are thor
oughly dependable and assure large and
profitable yields. Order your supply
TODAY.

E ROMANCE
O F T H E A U T O M O B IL E

peaking before the American Manuurers Export Association. Mr.
•ed Reeves, Manager of the NationLUtomobile Chamber of Commerce,
e some
remarkable
statistics,
mty-flve years ago there were in
3rica only four automobiles. One
fiese was in a circus, while another
on exhibition as a mechanical
k.
oday there eight million automob in
use in America.
Eight
dred and fifty thousand of these
trucks.
iwa and Nebraska have an automofor every six people. On any
m Sunday the whole population
Id go joy-riding.
here Is one car in the United
,es for every fourteen people. The
of the world has to worry along
i one car for every 2,830.
hese stupendous figures kindle the
gination. They are the manifesto
i social and economic revolution,
irst of all they mean the Investit of billions of dollars in a new
istry; thus shifting the economic
ter of gravity to a new point
»ssltating many important flnancind Industrial readjustments,
lien they mean good roads, which
fact is calculated to change our
le merchandising and transportasystem and at the same time proidly affect the living conditions
character of millions of people,
part from the salutary changes
ch the automobile has brought to
itry life are its effects upon all
in city as well as country. The
.t outstanding social result of the
mobile is the increased fluidity of
It has dissolved, as by magic,
1 conditions and habits and startverybody to moving on

___ ____
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ESSEX
A N

A C H IE V E M E N T

C R A C K E R

B A K IN G

Free from sweetneM o f some crackers, Nc sugar used. Wholesome.
Nutritious. Really you better taste these crispy golden brown crackers.
Order today.
Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle, Bangor or’ Portland, Me.
F. L* Jones Co.,

—• Cracier teamen /OU years.

(320)

Iiangor, Me.

FERTILIZER

COMPANY

Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.

Boston

J. C. MOIR, General Agt., Houlton, Me.

Mass.
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fuse to reduce them. Consequently,
nois was Garner of Texas, small of
prices remain high, and buyers are
stature, wiry and shrill of voice, but
scarce. Meantime the banks are ima Democrat who saw the light of pro
While the French people have their patient under repeated demands from
tection shining brightly when it al'
tected the interests of his Texas con- j worries, yet they will begin the new largo holders of merchandise for r e 
Em ergency T ariff Favored by House
stituency. It was a battle royal, but . yo,u, jnimensely more confident than newals of their securities.
But Fate in Senate Is M uch
'Pile new year opens with unemploy
••expediency” won and the Rainey men ! '
1
they began 1920 because ot extiaonu- ment increasing daily.
In Doubt
It has la on
went down to defeat.
narily good crops, progress in restor- causing much concern to the govern
Se’ .afor Hale is urging permanent
A Washington correspondent has
now
has
the ment. since October and
action
to protect. .Maine potato grow ing the ruined departments ol
the following:
reached
a
volume
which
officials
agree
north,
a
plentiful
supply
of
coal
and
With the opening of Congress the ers, and he and Senator Fernald will
calls tor immediate effective remedies.
Maine delegation settled down to both appear before the ways and the prospect year hence ot having the
Three hundred thousand workers now
means
committee
when
the
hearings
work in good old New England iash*
period of military service reduced are idle in France, nearly a hundred
ion. It picked up the loose threads begin next month. Senator Fernald from three years to 18 months.
thousand of whom art* in Paris, accord
of committee work as laid down last says be will urge an embargo unless
Two
foreign
questions
are
likely
to
ing to figures announced by tin* min
June when Congress adjourned, and the farmers of Maine are satisfied
isfer of public works.
give
constant
concern
to
the
govern
with
the
old
2a
cents
a
bushel
rate
of
went on with the work as if no inter
Tin3 metal industries, the leather
ment throughout tin3 coming year.
tariff.
ruption had occurred.
trade,
manufacture of textiles
and
They are the payment of reparations
Through the holidays some of the
C h an ge s in Officials
clothing
and
automobiles
were
tin3
and tin3 war with Turkish Nationalists
delegation went back to Maine. This
With the incoming of the Republi over tin3 Syrian and Filician mandates. first to suffer in northern France, and
was the cast with Senator Fernald,
can administration then3 will be many Then, also, there art3 the large general Loire valley and Paris and vicinity.
who wanted to pay a tribute of respect
■Federal offices to be filled in Maim3, questions of tin* future of the Versail Recently tin3 silk industry became af
to the incoming Governor by attend
i Not only are hundreds of postmasters les peace treaty, tin* league of
na fected and there are S(H)t) workers
ing the inauguration ceremonies. It
|to be named, but there an3 bigger tions, and the many issues growing idle at Lyons alone, while tin3 per
has been a long time custom of Maine
1plums in sight. The name of Gov. out of the peace conference, in all of fumery distilleries around Paris are
Governors to attend the inauguration
■Milliken is frequently heard here in which France has a very deep concern working throe days a week.
of men who follow them in that office,
Some of the large department stores
! connection with the nomination of in what the coming year may bring
even though some years may elapse
j prohibition director to succeed Mr. forth.
in Paris have asked for extended
between the dates. And former Gov
|Kramer. That nomination rests in the
The German attitude at the Brussels 1credits. The industry suffering most
ernor Fernald wanted to carry on the
|hands of the President but the recom- conference, which will he resumed is the leather industry, nearly half
custom.
1mendation comes from the secretary Jan. 10, gives rise to the expectation tin* hands ordinarily employed being
Senator Fernald has been appointed
1of the treasury and by agreement of that an agreement on reparations is actually out of work. Flight thousand
chairman of the sub-committee on
! the internal collector as well, for the possible early in the spring fixing the shoemakers at Limoges alone are idle.
commerce which will investigate the
i office is directly under the control of total sum and the manner of payment.
The question of unemployment is
trouble that has developed between
the latter.
being
considered by the cabinet, and
There will be a period of anxiety
the United States Government and
is to l>e debated in the Chamber of
Among
them
will
be
the
collector
of
after
the
decision
until
it
can
he
seen
the city of Hoboken regarding wharf
Ing privileges and rentals. The sub-1internal revenue for Maine to be nom whether Germany will pay the instal Deputies.

FRANCE LOOKS
FOR GOOD YEAR

MAINE CONGRESSMEN
URGING PROTECTION
POTATO INDUSTRY

committee will go to Hoboken and inated. The office is now held by ments agreed upon. It probably will
look personally into the matter which Leon O. Tebbetts of Augusta, and the take a year or more to determine
involves more than a million dollars. salary is $5200, with an indeterminate this, consequently the French army
The Government took over certain! term of service so the change could will he maintained near its present
Influenza attacks carry with them
wharves during the war. paying Homade at any time. The appraiser strength of 840,000, of which 700,000
” a definite immunity to subsequent j
boken $150,000 a year, and the ques- of merchandise at Portland, which are whites and the others colonials.
France's Turkish mandates will be attacks lasting several years" accord
tlon now arises as to whether or n o t ! Seth p - ("lark now holds, is another
the Government shall pay taxes on office worth having at $3000 salary, discussed by the French. British and ing to conclusions reached by the
the property. Other questions of dis and likewise of indefinite length, and Italian prime ministers as a part of
public health service after intensive
pute are also involved and the com subject to quick change alter the the whole near eastern question at a
study
in tin3 homes where the dis
mittee will make its decision and re Republicans are in power. Enforce meeting early in January. France now
ment Officer James E. Perkins of has about 70.000 troops in Turkey.
ease* was epidemic in 1918-19.
port to Congress.
j Boothbay Harbor would be subject to
The advance France has made in
“ Inasmuch as the epidemic of Ibis
Potato T a riff
|t.jlan ge under a new Prohibition bead. reconstruction, her wheat, crop which
and l!*l!t affected so very large a pro
The potato growers of Maine did , The post office at Rockland is one of reduces buyings abroad by 2.000,000,not appeal in vain to the Maine dele- i the first to fall into line for Republi- 000 francs and tin* continued confi portion of the population” the state
gation, and it was entirely owing to j can appointment. The Portland post dence of French investors, as shown ment by Surgeon General Gumming
their efforts that potatoes got a place j mastership will automatically expire by the unprecedented success of the added: "Then* would seem to he
on the emergency tariff bill, with the ! j an. 22. 1922. although postmasters last loan: are considered as justifying
reasonable grounds for believing that
old tax of 25 cents a bushel on imports j may continue in office till their sin- a greater optimism concerning
the
revived. Mr. Hersey introduced a bill |cessors are named, according to cus- financial ami economic situation than
S H E R I F F ’S S A L E
to help the growers, and Senators |tom. When the Democrats went into is held at present.
Hale and Fernald went before the sub-i power they made a clean sweep and
Tile struggle over the high cost of Aroostook, ss.
Taken this eighth day of January.
committee of the way and means and j put Democrats in all offices of im living receives a large share of public
1921.
on an execution dated Dee. I T
pleaded the cause of Maine growers portance, and following
tin3 same attention.
Resistance of merchants 192b. issued on a judgment rendered
with sufficient force to win over the policy Republicans won t waste much ! and manufacturers to consumers' de- by the Supreme Judicial Court for the
committee to a favorable report. The time in getting their “ own folks back !j tnands for lower prices lias resulted in county of Aroostook, at a term there
bill went through the House with col again.” It’s part of the game.
' something like a deadlock. The buy- of begun and held at Houlton within
and for said county, on the third Tu e s 
ors flying but will meet heavy op
I ers abstain from making purchases day of November, lb2u. to wit: on the
position In the Senate and signs here
No one is iseloss in this world 'because they fed that
war pri< ■■•s ninth day of December. 192". in favor
do not point with any certainty to a who lightens the burdens of if for should no longer he asked. The mer of Fay I?. Ramsay of Mars Hill in
win out for the bill.
another.
; ( bants, habituated to big profits, re said county, aiminst John U Williams
of Easton in said county, for One.
The debate on the emergency tariff
Thousand Dollars and thirteen cents
bill was hot and party lines were split
I $ 1nun 1 i
debt
or
damage
and
Into shreds. The bill primarily bene
Twenty-one Dollars and si.xi y *b is-e
fits the West and South, and it was
cents (821.92) costs of suit, and will
lie sold at public auction at the of ii <■<■
a bitter pill for Southern free trade
of Archibalds at
Houlton
in said
Democrats to swallow, even though
county, on the twenty-first dav of
their own districts were clamoring
F'diniary. 11*21. at ten o'clock in the
for help. The Northern Republicans
tormoon, the following described real
estate, and all tlm rieht. t if I■* and
were not much better off, for their
interest which the said John !.. W i l l 
industries, except in one or two in
iams lias and had in and to the satin
stances, were left out in the cold. New
on the 2m 1i day of Fehruar> 192". at
England men protested that the bill
three o’clock and forty f ive minutes
1' ,M , b e i m the tiun when tin same
was not a tariff bill at all. but merely
FOR
AND
was attached on tin original writ in
a sectional benefit to the farmers of
Colds, Coughs
the action in which said judgment
Grippe
i
the West, and in spite of their protec
was rendered, to wit: hot numbered
tive tariff views many of them voted
one hundred thirty.seven (137) and
N e g le c x d Cckls :\vr Dangerous
Im numbered one hundred thirty six
against the measure, or were absent
Take no chances. Keep tiff ;
1
-dp har.Jv for th< e i; ? ....... ..
(13th in Easton in said county, u<when the vote was taken. The Re
Breaks up a o ' ’. : . ; hour:; — Relievos
cording to the survey of Noah Barker,
publicans kept their tempers, but |
Grippe i:i 3 day:— ' rccllcrt for Headache
except that part of said lot numbered
Democrats reviled each other on the ;
137 conveyed to Frank A. Dudley, and
Quinine in this form does not affect the head —Caseara is
Tonic
being the same premises conveyed to
floor and demanded to know why “ the \
Laxative— N o Opiate in H ill’s.
the said John L. Wil l iams by Herbert
other fellow” voted as he did. Rainey j
W. Trafton by deed dated Nov. 11.
Of Illinois is an old time free trade '
v
1919. and recorded in the Aroostook
Democrat and he raked his wavering
Registry of Deeds in said Houlton in
Yol. 292, Pag*3 49S.
colleagues fore and aft during the de
A B SMART,
bate— thrusting his hands wildly
32
Deputy Sheriff.
through his thick shock of iron gray
hair till every spear of it stood on end
as he roared denunciation at Demo
. ■ ^ V W y 'W V u V W W W W ^ ^ W W N A V V
cratic free trade deserters. Pitted
against the big burly man from Uli-

LITTLE DANGER OF
FLU THIS WINTER

PAGE THREE
even should the ‘flu’ become prevalent easily have been prevented by the ap
here and there this winter, it would plication of available medical know
not assume the epidemic proportions ledge,” he said, pointing out that 15.of tin* past two years nor would it. 000 annually died of diphtheria des
pite the existence of an effective anti
rage in such severe form.”
toxin which could have prevented
Dr. Gumming pointed out, how
practically every one of these deaths.
ever, that there was no way of def
Ten thousand deaths were due to
initely foretelling whether this win
typhoid fever in similar circumstances
ter would witness any recurrenee of
and there were 400 entirely unneces
influenza in epidemic form. He added
sary deaths from smallpox.
that it was unfortunate that the public
took such interest in spectacular epi
The Inward Effects of humors are
demic outbreaks of disease and was
so little moved by tin3 “ daily occur worse than the outward. They en|danger the whole system.
Hood’s
rence of preventable death."
j Sarsaparilla eradicates all humors,
"Of the o i k 3 and one quarter mil , cures all their inward and outward
lion deaths occurring in the United I effects. It is the great alterative and
.
„
wv ,,,
,, I tonic, whose merit has been everyStates annually at least 100,000 could j w fiere established

The Old t

;n ■

m

i y

d o c t o r

in 1. . 1. r
•
uvrm
or uis services so
widespread that l.e ii: re; :< d hi-; famous household liniment
for INTERNAL and EXTERNAL treatment.
TODAY,
after 100 years of continuous use it has a nation-wide
record of splendid results..................

H is F a m o u s P re s c rip tio n
for coughs, colds, sore throats, cramps, chills, sprains,
strains and many other aches and i l l s , — grippe and
influenza,

Johnson’s
Anodyne Liniment

Kill That Cold With
CASCARA K I QUININE

A STANDARD HOME REMEDY
A n Old Fam ily
D octor’s
Favorite
Prescription

ALL D RU G G ISTS SELL IT

OPPORTUNITY IS
NOT A STRANGER

WHY HAVECATARRH?
('ala:-:!; is generally conceded to
be a constitute :utl disease. Thcrei e i v it require:; a co:.::litutional
remedy like n r ; ’-, Se.rsa; ■a:ila
which r e a v . h e ■ * •' imi’t o f * he
system by
• ..’.y pari jv: 4^
ir 1
and enrichi::^ t!.- blood, 1 ..:s
.<
•
medicine removes ike c. s
< r
trouble, which u n t - ’
lead to more sc 'e .m disc.
.
In 46 years of u “ ;::.i
H ood’s SarsnynXi’a has r< 1 Cl 1
many cn«<-s as t
' •/ voluntary
letters oi‘ commendation.
Why
not get a bottle today and give it
a trial ? It combines economy and
efficiency. Keep Hood’s Pills on
hand as a family ca*hurtle.

BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
Keep it in the house.
general stores.

W W V W V ^ i r t N V W V V W V V V W V V V ^ V V V V V V W W V V W V V V V V V 'V V W

D ivid e nd s at the rate oi 4 % per annum
have been paid fo r the past nine years

\

William Tell
Flour

MOULTON, MAINJE
MONEY FOR THE FARMER

B oggs Potato G ra d e r

Will Save Time and
P o t a t o e s ^ No
machine on the mar
ket can do s u c h
rapid work and do
itjso wje 11. CJW e ij
have s o m e wi t h
motors. Call and
letjus show you.

is tlx' fact (hat after a woman has list'd it once, she wants it
a,gain. Fro mthat time on, she judges all flour shy William Tell
and no oth er flour will satisfy her.
William Tell wins its favor because it is always clean and pure
and fine.
He sort* of best results by using W illiam Tell.
It cost no m ore to use the best
Just tell you gro cer W illiam Tell

James

All drug and

W h e n they ask for more—they give the
finest tribute that can be paid to the
housewife who prides herself on her
baking. The finest tribute paid to

to thrifty people in fact they fre
quently turn up a good opportunity.
Now is the time to open an account
with the Houlton Savings Bank
make regular deposits, and he ready
for your opportunity when it comes.
Dividends at the rate of 4G her
Annum have been paid for the past
ten years.

S o Disagreeable to Y o u rse lf and A ll
A bo ut You.

For colds, grippe, asthma, croup,
colic, cholera morbus, inflamation of
the
bowels,
rheumatism,
sprains
strains and all inflamation— Best in
emergencies. Internal or external use.

S.

Peabody,
Bangor Street
Houlton, M e.

m rnfPO
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LADIES CLASS OF FIRST
BAPTIST S. S. HOLD
NOVELTY SOCIAL

■«n r'r»\T i7'Q r»A V

For every thing is easy,
When I share, with Sister Dunn.

Two more came, from making dollies.
Dressed all up so very line,
The “What-so-ever" class ot’ the Some of them stayed in the U. S. A.
First Baptist S. S. enjoyed a novelty And some of them crossed the Line.

13

social at the church
parlors last
They really were quite popular,
Thursday evening, which was well at Dolls one, two, three and four,
tended.
And if I'd only had the time
Some months ago, in order to obtain Could have sold as many more.
14
tunds to furnish a class room, ^t was
Hut four dollars wasn't quite enough
arranged tlut each, £?na»J)er of the i 1 wanted to make it five.
class was to earn the nttmey which And so I set my wits to work.
they donated, in some unusual way, And as true as you’re alive,
15
and it was further arranged that each
I wrote to friends both far and near,
member must tell just how the money 1 Friends that were tried and true,
was earned.
< Asking each to send to me
The various confessions were high- 1 A dime, so bright and new.
16
ly amusing and nearly $50. was added
Each one of them responded

19.

The

market

remains

1P 91
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POTATOES

, lit fact, siemed just beguh.
11!

ja m t t a pv

quiet

with

prices of $2.00 for Green Mountains

CLASSIFIED

W a n ted — A flat top second hand desk.

Please call 210 TIMES office.
F o r S a le — An old fashioned cham ber

set at a bargain. Tel. 479M.
12
The throwing of so much foreign
potatoes on this market has temporari.
No tice of F i r s t M e e t in g of C redito rs
ly demoralized the
business,
with
In the District Court of the United States
I resultant lower prices. There are
for the Northern Division of the Dis
1 now approximately about 71,000 sacks
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
|
of Danish potatoes available here, but In the matter of
Michel SolicitIn ISankruptev
■as the stock was not carefully stowBankrupt
1ed on the steamers, the qualitt was
To
the
creditors
of
said
Mii-ln-l
: quite irregular, and grading, in near- Snueir of (band Isle in tin- county oi
i ly every instance, is below standard. Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
rupt.
Some sales were made at $2(ff>2.15. . Notice is hereby given tHat on the Mb
but some lots are offered at $1.75 per day of .lany A. D. 1921 the said
Michel Solicit- was duly
adjudicated
165-lb. bag.
Not many Maine potatoes are here, bankrupt, and that the first meeting o^
his creditors will be held at the office of
and prices hold about steady, at $‘1.50 ......
*
, I'M win L. \ ;ul m Houlton on tin* 29th
per 165-lb. bag. with a few lots reach- ,tay of ,jany. A ,, 1M1> at J0 oV!(n.,.

to ihe fund.
j They’re interested, you see,
Following is an original poem by i In the big First Church of Houlton,
one of the members which was read j Miles and miles above the sea.
ing $2.75@4. State and Pennsylvania in the forenoon at which time the .said
17
-during the evening and further ex- j
So now, you know my story.
potatoes are selling generally at $2.25 .'creditors may attend, prove their claims
plains the plan of raising money for Of these dollars crisp and new,
appoint a
@2.50 per 165-11). bag, while those in a,,,M,int a trustee examine the bankrupt
the good work.
and transact such other business as may
And I'm right glad, to belong to a class
150-lb. bags are rarely bringing over properly come before said meeting.
1
' That always keeps true blue.
I kited at Houlton, .lany. 8th, IflL'f.
$2. One of the leading receivers in
In the big First Church ofHoulton,
|
E D W I N L. VATL,
I commenting on the Danish potatoes
Miles and miles above the
l
A S OTHERS SEE US
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Lived some ladies, hale and hearty,
Potatoes down to two dollars a said: “ Nearly all the potatoes that I
Just as good as good could be.
barrel says the Oldtown Enterprise, have examined have shown more or
N O T IC E
makes the farmer rather gloomy and less waste, and would have to he re
Thus they lived and worked together,
Whereas
my
wife, Pearl G. Leavitt,
graded
before
they
could
be
used
here.
down hearted.
Every one of them true blue,
I having left my bed and board with
In a class called, “W hat-so-ever"
Such should not be the case for The real trouble is that the stock was
out just cause. I hereby forbid anyone
And thev numbered quite a few.
what he should do is to take a general not properly ventialated on the steam i trusting her on my account as r wilT
3
average of the crops for the two years er.”
: nav no bills of her contracting after
For a class room, large and roomy,
this date.
and
he
will
find
the
average
will
show
How they longed from year to year.
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
F RA N K H. L E A V I T T
good returns. If he did not prepare
But to get it, was the question,
1Monticello, Me.. Jan. 1, 1920.
21p
for a rainy day that is his fault and In the District Court of the United States
A nd their hearts were filled with fear.
for
the
Northern
Division
of
the
Dis
4
he must bear the results with a smile
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
A R O O S T O O K M U T U A L F IR E
But at last the Church was lifted.
if he is built of the right stuff.
Up among the trees so high.
f In the matter of
IN S U R A N C E C O M P A N Y
There are but a very few years out ( ’larenee C. Tompkins
Now it looks so grand and stately,
;rupti
In 1
Presque Isle. Maine
of ten that a man or concern can more
T o the people passing by.
Bankrupt'
The annual meeting of the Aroos
5
than make both ends meet and they
took Mutual Fire Insurance Company
To tlu • creditors of said (
Soon the vestry ’ll hold the children,
should save from the fat years to Tompkin s of Caribou, in the county of will be held at the Secretary’s office,
In its rooms so bright and new,
Aroostoo k and District a fores aid, hank- Presque Isle. Wednesday. January 19th
take care of the lean ones.
And the grown ups as they see them,
at 10.00 o'clock A. M.
rupt.
W ill almost wish, they went there, too.

6
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
And the parlor will be vacant.
In the District Court of the United States
So the ladies feel quite gay
for the Northern Division of the Dis
For the room they longed and hoped for
trict of Maine.
In Bankruptcy,
W ill be theirs without delay.
in the matter of
I
7
Augustus B. Farley
; In Bankruptcy
But to make it nice and homelike
Bankrupt
i
W a s the thought that filled their heart, | To the creditors of said Augustus B
So last year they each one promised
, Farley of Ashland in the county of
That they’d try to do their part.
Aroostook and District aforesaid, bank
rupt.
8
«
i
Now at last the time is ended,
Notice is hereby given that on the 4th
And the dollars will roll in,
j
day of January A. D.. 1921 the said A u 
If we don’t get quite a number,
j
gustus B. Farley was duly adjudicated
It will be an “awful” sin.
|
bankrupt and that the (irst meeting of
9
S
creditors will be held at the office of
W e must tell you how we earned then) I
Edwin L. Vail, in Houlton on theSlst day
It was really lots of fun,
|
of Jany,, A. D., 1921, at 10 o’clock in the
All the town should hear the stories,
j forenoon at which time the said creditors
Then they’d know, just how ’twas done j
may attend, prove their claims, appoint
1°
a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and
My first two • ame quite easy
) transact such other business as may proNow please don’t all turn pale,
j yerly come before said meeting.
I really didn’< mind it,
j
Dated at Houlton, Jany. 5, 1921.
I earned them at the Jail.
i
EDWrIN L. VAIL.
11
i
Referee in Bankruptcy.
My sentence was a short one
Notice of First Meeting of Creditors

In the District Court of the United
• A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
States for the Northern Division of the
DISCHARGE
District of Maine.
In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
I
Robert A. Monahan
i In Bankruptcy In Matter of
|
Bankrupt!
Aubrey C. Rogers
| In Bankruptcy
To the Hon Clarence Hale. Judge of the
Bankrupt. |
District Court of the United States for
To the creditors of said Aubrey <\
(he District of Maine.
R O BER T
M ONAHAN
of
Mapleton Rogers of Caribou in the county of
In
the
oounty
of
Aroostook,
and Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
State of Maine, in said District respect- rupt.
fitfly represents that on the 19th day of
Notice is hereby given that on the 5th
.January, 1920, last past, he was duly day of Jany. A. I). 1921 the said Aubrey
'•adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of C. Rogers was duly adjudicated bank
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that rupt; and that the first meeting of credi
ho has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully tors will be held at the office of Edwin L.
complied with ail the requirements of Vail, in Houlton on the 29th day of Jany.
said Acts and of the orders of Court A. D., 1921, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
touching his bankruptcy.
at which time the said creditors may atWherefore he prays, That he may b# ( tend, prove their claims, appoint a trusfron! ll|C<debt.,0p r o ^ b f . '£ g «? n « tM ' he bankrupt an** tranaact
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts ; such other business as may properly come
except such debts as are excepted by - before said meeting.
law from such discharge.
1 Dated at Houlton, Jany. 5, m*l.
Dated this 1st day of January A. D.
E D W IN L. V A IL ,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
ROBERT A. M O N A H A N
I
..... ...........
Bankrupt !
O RDER OF NOTICE T H E R E O N
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss
On this 8th day of January A. D.
1921, on reading the foregoing petition.
It Is—
Ordsrsd by ths Court, That a hearing
be had upon the same on the 18th day of
February A. D.. 1921. before said Court
at
Bangor in said District. Northern
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
In said District, Northern Division, and
that all known creditors and other per
sons, in interest, may appear at the said
(line and place, and show cause, if any
(h ey have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
.And it Is Further Ordered by the Court,
That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
snail to all known creditors copies of said
petition and this order, addressed to
them
at their places of residence as
stated.
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Judge o f the said Court, and the seal
-thereof, at Bangor In the Northern Divi
sion of said District on the 8th day of
January A. D., 1921.
(L . 8.)
IS A B E L SH E E H A N .
Deputy Clerk.
A true copy of petition and order thereon
Attest; IS A B E L SH E E H A N .

Not ice is hereby niven that ni the
A .!>. 1921 the
-aid
dny of Jany.
( ’lurcticc <'. Tompkins of <'arilx
adjudicated bankrupt; and that the first
meeting of creditors will be held at the
•ffice of Edwin L Vail, in Houlton, on
the 29th day of Jany.. A. I> 1921 at
10.00 o'clock in the forenoon at which
time the said creditors
may
attend,
prove their claims, appoint a trustee,
examine the bankrupt and transact such
other business as may properly come be
fore said meeting.
hat ed

at

Ho ul t on.

Jany.

7.

192 1.

E D W IN L. VAIL.
Referee in Bankruptcy.

^ N O T IC E

OF

FO RECLO SU RE

is

may be
full dlswcharge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
except such debts as are excepted by
IMw from such discharge.
“ Dated this 23rd day of December A. r>.
1929. ,
*
D A V ID B R E W E R
jf
Bankrupt.
ORDKR OF NOTICE T H E R E O N
i
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss I
■On this 8th day of January A.
D„
1921, on reading the foregoing petition.

J{ In_
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
lie had upon the same on the 18th day of
February A. D., 1921, before said Court
At
B a w o r In said District, Northern
JMvSslo* at 10 o’clock In the forenoon;
and that notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
4n said District, Northern Division, and
•that all known creditors and other per
sons. in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and show cause, if any
they have, why the prayer of said peti
tioner should not be granted.
And It Is Furthsr Ordered by the Court,
That
the
Clerk
shall s e n d
by
mall to all known creditors copies of said ;
act Ition and this order, addressed to i
Stem at their places of residence as ;
^ w it n e s s the Honorable Clarence Hale. t
Judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
sion of said District on the 8th day ot
January A. D. 1921
IS A B E L S H E E H A N
(L. 8.)
Deputy Clerk.
A true oovy of petition and order thereon
* true
IS A B E L SH E E H A N .
^
Deputy Clerk.

A Valued Su b sc rib e r sa y s “E very time

Rou gh Pulpw ood W anted.

pleasing to see that our cus
tomers appreciate it.

Not one
complaint about prices Satur
day.

W e ll there

F arm ers A cco un ts for Incom e T ax re-1______ — ___________ ________ __________
turn may he kept correctly by using j U n u su a lly good bu sin e ss opportunity

the simple blanks for that purpose: Store,
fit,YrQ stock and
— *• ----*»* •—
*—
saw —
mill
(water
on sale at TIMES office.
power and steam) one half mile from
tide water, one and one half miles
Lo st on F rid a y Jan. 7, between M arke t from station; practically no competi
Square and the Madigan Hospital, tion. Will show one of the best
a brown crocheted bag containing a propositions in Maine or pay expense
sum of money. Reward for return to of investigator. Price $$000, part pay
TIMES office.
ment if desired. Address M. K. J.
Office of Houlton Times.
540p

W a n te d to purchase collections of old

postage stamps, old envelopes con A chance of a life tim e— 350 to 400
taining postage stamps issued prior | acre farm' for sale, about 1?5 acres
t® lMO. E. B. Brown, 5« Chambers I cleared, 8 room house with fi.ied con
street, New Haven, Connecticut.
* nected, 3 barns, gralnery, hog house,
black
____________________
9p j hen pen, machine shed an:l
smith shop, aiS In fair condition, 5<>
G ir ls W a n ted fo r C loth es P in Factory i good apple trees, 3,000,000 hard wood
at Davidson. Good wages and steady j lumber mostly nrapFe. 3 to 5 thou
work.
Inquire at office of Summit i sands cords hard’ wood and a lot of
Lumber Company, HorrEton or write ’ poplar pulp. This pface fa ten miles
to above Company at Davidson.
tf j from Houlton and two miles from the
' '
-- --------- ---~-------- ----- -—-------- —- I station, church and store, and
^
•*........ .. •• 'iiiiv vi uqua i c i

E R N E S T T. M c G L A U F L L N . See’v.

on a State Road, small, neat place1hay this year and is stocked witftpure1
consisting ot convenient house with |bred Holsteinsand can
be bought
good cellar, roomy stable, hen house ! with stock andall' kinds
of tools or
N O T IC E O F D IS S O L U T I O N
and fruit trees, together with one to just the bare place: The lumber will
O F P A R T N E R S H I P five acres (or more) of excellent tatnd.
pay for it 3 times and can be sold for
Notice is hereby given that
the Just the plhxte for man with family, a good price loaded at the station, say
partnership lately subsisting between working in town who desires neat nothing of the pulp and wood. For
us, the undersigned George W. Brag- comfortable home and opportunity to price and further particulars write or
don and Vernon S. Patterson, carring carry on small farming. Apply to E. call S. C. Shea. 31 Spring street, Houl
ort business as a meat and grocery L. Cleveland Phone 620.
42 ton, Me.
451
store, at Sherman Mills, Aroostook
County, Maine, under the style or firm
of Bragdon A- Patterson, was on the t W W W W W W W W W V W W V I V W W W ^ ^ ^ W W W W V W
sixth day of January. 1921. dissolved
by mutual consent and that the busi
ness in future will Ik* carried on by
said George W. Bragdon alone who
will pay and discharge all debts and
liabilities, and receive «-11 moneys pay
able to the said late firm.
Signed
GEORGE \V. BRAGDON
VERNON S. PATTERSON
12

Savings Dept.

Bond Dept

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BARI ?
There are very real reasons why
we can give yon Unusually Good
Service. We invite Correspondence
or a Conference

First

National Bank
o f H o u lto n , M a i n e
Mem ber Federal
Reserve System

G o v ’t Depository
Founder! \682

Happy and Prosperous
New Year
We also lave this a n n o u n c e m e n t to m a k e
Beginning today we are making
new prices on Pianos.

We

will

have

for

you,

liberal

discounts

especially on 'Player Pianos

This Discount will be absolutely genuine
and we do it because we want to reduce
---------------------our stock
N ow is a good time to buy
your Piano

shouldn’t be.
W e are selling
aw ay below today’s cost.

But
that is alright, I want this
stock clean by Feb. 1st, and 1
think 1 will succeed in doing
it at the prices I am offering.
Just come in and look them
over.
!

m er s
oe
Market Square
Store

In large or

that I have used these columns for
small quantities, loaded on cars, on
selling articles, they have been suc B. & A. R. R. south of Houlton. Write
cessful.” Try them.
or telephone Chas. W. Bowers, Sher_
*
. ,
.
i man Mills, Me.
1244

We wish to thank our many patrons and friends
for their support during the year just past and
------------------earnestly wish them a -------------------

prices.

B A N K R U P T 'S P E T IT IO N FOR
DISCHARGE
In the matter of
I
David Brewer
In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt;
T o the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
District Court of the United States for
•theDlstrict of Maine.
D A V ID
BREW ER
of
Cary
in
the
county
of
Aroostook,
and
State of Maine, in said District respect
fully represents that on the 19th day of
October, 1920, last past, he was duly
adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
has duly surrendered qjl hls property
« n d rights of property, and has fully
•complied with all the requirements of
•aid Acts and of the orders of Court

Subscriptions for any Magazine or A $8,000,000.00 com pany has an open
ing in Houlton and vicinity for a
Newspaper may be left at the
TIMES Office, where the lowest price capable man or woman to take charge
can be obtained.
of its accident and health insurance
lines. Liberal remuneration. Board
Furnished room s with all modern contracts. Close co-operation. Write
conveniences including hot water Commercial Casualty Insurance Com
heat, transients or regulars. Apply pany, 175 Neal Street, Portland ,Me.
Tel. 241-4 or 29-12.
tf
352

352

surely cutting

ADS

be exchanged at the TIMES office W anted— -A lim ited quantity of good
sound rough pulpwood. James S
for any machine.
Peabody, Houlton, Me.
21
M ilk at 18 cents per quart.
That
is what it can be bought for at T yp ew riter R ib bon s fo r all M ach in e s
as well as Carbon Paper made by
Millar’s Court street grocerv.
__ Webster— There’s none better. Call
Room to let to gentlem en only. Just ■or 8end to TIMES Office.
a few steps from Post Office* O Cl
1M an W anted- -To sell seeds in each
Cunt, Mechanic St.
county. A ood paying position for
Lost Jan. 4, on M ain street, a valuable a ™an acquainted with farming. Expendant and chain. Finder please penence not necessary but honesty
leave at the TIMES office and get re- and industry are. Steady work. Cobb
ward.
452p
12p Co., Franklin, Mass.

Whereas. Daniel M. Alien of Hasten
in the County of Aroostook and State
of Maine, by his mortgage deed dated
February 16th, 1918. and recorded in
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds. Vol
202. Page 157, conveyed to me, the
undersigned, certain real estate part
of lot numbered Seventy-four in
Easton aforesaid, being a lot of land
and buildings thereon located on the
southerly side of the highway leading
from Easton village to Easton ( ’enter,
said lot extending nine and one-half
rods along said highway and being
ten rods in length and being the same
premises conveyed to said Daniel M.
Allen by Wiriiani J. Dean by deed
Its not H O V .VrT H you k ' o w -it’s
dated August Ilth . 1914. and record-,
ed in said Registry of Deeds. Vol. 277, the useful knowledge that counts. No
t mr-Lig
Page 207, which latter deed, and re education come*} s > r ■;
cord and the deeds and records to the needs oi ’ lie c v - r e g " young n a .
which reference is therein made art* or woman as a business education. It
expressly referred to for a more parti-, costs little and pays big. Right now
cular description of said real estate; is the time to get it. New up-t'wla-e
And whereas the condition of said 1courses. ©. A. ITt.wfginr. i ’ nn.. Houl
mortgage has been broken, now there ton, Me.
fore, by reason <sf the breach of the ■
condition thereof I claim a foreclosure
of said mortgage and give this notice
for the purpose of foreclosing the
same.
Fort Fairfield, Maiue. December 21,
1920.
ARCHIE B. HARMON
By his Attorneys Powers k Guild

and
are

CLASSIFIED

C oupons fo r typew riter ribbons m ay

and $1.75 for Cobblers.
The Produce News says:

ADS

Astle M usic C o m p a n y
73 Main Street, Houlton
The House of Quality
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HOULTON IS INTERESTED

your attention thinking that possibly
The following communication from some concern might fie interested to
a former resident of Houlton will locate a plant in your Town. It is not
Effective Wednesday, January 12,
necessary to go over the benefits to
interest every citizen of this town:
1921. passengers and baggage from
te
community that such a plant would
Dec. 22nd, 1920.
and to points on the Ashland Branch
bring about.
( ’has. H. Fogg, Esq.,
W—
from and to points south of Oakfield
Yours very truly,
Mr. Dennis McElwee, who has been
Houlton, Main*'.
Subscribers should bear in
will be transferred at Oakfield instead
Brother Fogg: mind that all subscriptions are very sick, was taken to Madigan of Ashland Jet.
hospital last week.
Referring to the enclosed clipping
payable in advance and the
Ashland Jet. station has been dis
which was from your last issue brings
Ash Wednesday, the commencing of
per will be discontinued at ex Lent, comes on Feb. 9 this year and continued and no trains will here
up something that seems to me ought
after stop at this station.
piration. Notice of such expira Easter Sunday on March 27.
l to h*' of great importance to Aroos
took County and Houlton in particular.
tion will be sent out the First of
The W. C. T. U. will meet at the i
Congregational church parlor Thurs
At Watson Hall, Monday afternoon, ; It is the manufacturing into lumber
each month .
The Lending Library at the TIMES
day afternoon at the usual hour.
Jan. 10th, was held the regular meet of the immense stand of hardwood
office is being liberally patronized by
in your region. 1 have spoken of this
Hon. James H. Kidder was in BanAttorney General Ransl'ord W. Shaw the reading public, as for a small per ing of the Houlton Woman's Club.
matter
several times 711 the last few j The only thing that counts. The only
The afternoon's program which was
gor a few days last week on busi- has announced the re-appointment of diem charge all the latest novels are
! years to the large land owners in j
thing we sell.
in
the
hands
of
the
Music
Committee,
Judge Fred F. Lawrence as deputy available for reading during the long
ness.
Aroostook County, hut as there seem I We sell the finest quality of rubber
Mrs.
Camilla
Grant,
chairman,
was
Miss Ethel Thompson is confined to attorney general
winter evenings.
a delight to all who were privileged ed to he so much business in spruce j that is made. It’s the only kind we
her home on High street on account
j j r an(j ^ rg p0fter are receiving
The following are the latest addi
and tilt1 manufacture of hardwood was |do sell. W e plan to sell- you more
to Im1 in attendance.
congratulations on the birth of a tions to the Library.
of illness.
Mrs. Lida B. Hodgins, president of something foreign to that section, no j quality than merely rubber Special
Bower
Mrs. Simon Friedman went to Bos daughter at the Aroostook hospital, The Next Corner
the
club, read a very carefuly pre one seemed to take any interest in it. i Prices now for special rubber this
Gibbs
The Splendid Outcast
ton Friday evening for a visit with named Phyllis Jane.
These are the facts. The whole of ! week, so take advantage of our offer*
pared paper on the subject, “ What
Gilbert Parker
On Friday evening there will be a No Defense
her parents.
New
England has to send to Canada ! ings.
Wharton Maine has done for the art of Musi*;.” or to the South for what hardwood
Preparations are being made for the public installation of Fidelity Chapter The Age of Innocence
As this paper, naming the most
Gale
annual Elks Ball on Tuesday evening. Order of the Eastern Star at Masonic Miss Lulu Bett
prominent musical artists of Maine, flooring they use, while the hills are
Hueston
Eve to the Rescue
| Rubber Gloves, Medicine droppers,
Hall to which the public is invited.
January 18.
telling of their birth place, education covered with trees of the same kind
Rutezebec
Alaska Man’s Luck
breast pumps, hot water bottles*
from
which
the
lumber
is
manuThe
regular
communication
of
Monu
Jaaon Hassell of the John Watson
and accomplishments, was read, the
Wells
j
fountain
syringes, atomizers.
Goshen
Street
4k Co. was in Fort Fairfield on busi ment Lodge No. 96 F. & A. M. will be
reading was interspersed by composi tacturered that they send thousands
Dowst
The
Man
From
Ashalauna
held on this Wednesday evening with
ness Saturday.
tions and Victrola records by said of miles for. I am sending you a cut
Zane Grey
The Mysterious Rider
of the different plants of one large
work.
A
full
attendance
is
requested.
. Miss Marie Springer of St. John, N.
Fountain syringes, crutch tips,
Oemler artists as they were spoken of.
Purple Heights
The many friends of Supt. of
Mrs. Winifred Arnold read a de concern in Canada. Their daily out catheters, enema tubes, rubber band
B. is visiting her brother and ,M rs.
Stewart
Edward
White
Rose Dawn
Schools Thos. P. Packard were pleas
scription of the
famous
Memorial put is about 100,000 ft. Their prices ages.
Springer on Court street.
Youth Challenges
Kelland
range for the 3-8” thick flooring from
Miss Alena Hunt of the B. & A. ed to see him about town last week, The Trumpeter Swan
Bailey Organ in City Hall. Portland.
$80.00 to $85.00 per M. In birch, beech
gradually
recovering
from
his
recent
Following are some of the artists
•office staff is at the Madigan hospital
Top of the World
Dell
and maple.
For the 13-16” thick
operation.
mentioned
and the musical program
for an operation on her throat.
The Big Town Roundup
Raine
flooring, $120.00 to $137.00 per M. You
The
Porter
Studio
which
has
been
j Fountain Syringe
$.98
Mrs. James Conlogue is confined to
Heart of Hemlock
Perry as rendered.
can readily see there must be a large
^Hot Water Bags
$1.39
tlw house with Illness, which
her located in the Lane & Pearce build Main Street
Lewis Whistling Solo—J. C. Bartlett
margin of profit. It is not necessary
ing for many years will move to the Slayer of Souls
$.50
many friends will regret to learn.
Chambers
Mrs. Anna Goodridge for the mills to be in the immediate Rubber Gloves
Sceva Powers of Pittsfield, who has third floor of the Frisbie Block, oc It Pays to Smile
.35
Jas. Finn section where the lumber grows. For i Ear & Ulcer Syringe
Putnam Solo: “ A Dream’’
.98
'boon in town for a couple of weeks cupying the rooms where the Houl Moreton Mystery
Dejans Solo: “ In the dark in the dew"-— 1instance, some of the largest mills in |Atomizers
|Bath Spray
$4.95
visiting relatives, returned home Fri ton Business College was.
The Blue Room
Charles Coombs
Hamilton
the
Country
are
at
Cincinnati,
all
the
|
I
Fred Blethen, Radio Operator, who Glen of the High North
.05
Bernard Archibald stock being shipped to them in the 1, Nipples
Cody
day.
1Rubber combs
John Q. Adams returned Saturday) has been spending a few weeks with Hidden Creek
.17
Edison Record rough from the point of production.
Burt Lillian Nordica:
j
1Rubber tubing, pr. ft.
and Mrs.
Frank Heat of Unaga
.07
from Boston after a three weeks stay his parents Mr.
Culloin Solo: ‘‘Dearie'' Homer Norris
I wish to say that I have no interest j
with his son C. N. Adams of Wellesley j Blethen, left last week to take up his
Mrs. Grant in the manufacture of hardwood floor
duties on one of the Steamship lines
Piano Solo: "Evening Song” Benj. ing.
Hills.
I am sure that there are j
jag. M. Tarr of the A. & P. stores running out of New York.
Whelpley
hundreds of retailers like myself who ^
Monday Mr. Perkins gave all the
W. C. Prugh left last Friday for
left Monday for Machias where he will
Miss Helen McKay would like to get their stock from a
have charge of the opening of a new Dayton, Ohio, to attend the annual students an opportunity to enter the Songs: “ I Know a Hill,” “ My Bonnie nearer point than what they do now. (
get-together meeting of the represent debating contest. The subject of this
Sailor Laddie"
store.
Houlton might just as well he a j W a y up rubbler gloves at w ay down
Mrs. Orin A. Glidden of Presque atives of the National Cash Register debate is on the Japanese land ques
Miss Christina Murray center of a great industry of this kind j
prices
These meetings usually bring
Isle was iu town last week visiting Co.
Violin Solo
Emmons Robinson as Toronto, Canada, and I bring it to l
tion. Quite a large number of the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. F. together from 1500 to 2000 men.
Emma Fames
Edison Record
students
are going to enter this con- Solo:
The regular monthly supper of the
"The
Matin Song” John
Merritt.
on test, and it is to be hoped that H. H. S
Parker P. Burleigh returned Friday Meduxnekeag club will be held
Knowles Paine
from Augusta where he attended a Wednesday evening instead of Thurs will put this debate over in the same
Miss Ann*' Muleaster
meeting of the Registers of Probate of day on account of the bowling contest manner in which it does everything Quartette: “ Good-bye, Sweet Day"
which takes place on Wednesday, as
the 8tate.
Kate. Vanner
else it undertakes.
K l- n d s of J. A.
Anderson are will be seen in another coumn of this
Miss Muleaster, Miss Hanson. Mrs.
OW that the Holiday trade is over,
Wednesday noon our Girls’ Basket
pleased to see him out on the street issue.
Robinson, Mrs. Crockett
and inventory of stock completed, we
by Mr.
The marriage of Mrs. Mabel Reed Ball Team, accompanied
after being laid up. the result of a
Many were forced to respond to
of this town and Mr. Clarence Rowe Jenkins, our able coach, and
•light operation.
have squared away for the year of
Miss encores.
Miss Dorothy Mann returned to her of Varsalboro took place in Augusta Wills, the enthusiastic mother of the
The Music Committee is to be
1921 and find that our stock, while
studies at Boston University Monday, at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. P. j girls’ team, left for Mars Hill to play congratulated upon the success of the
somewhat depleted, is still in good
After spending the holidays with her Kinsman on Wednesday, Jan. 5. They 1A. C. I. Mr. Jenkins reported a very afternoon’s program.
will reside in Vassalboro where Mr. i exciting game. The first of the game
parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mann.
shape, with many lines re-marked to
Mrs. Howard Weston and son, who Rowe has a fine farm.
i was close, but. our girls forged ahead,
spirit,
A nobl e purpose. a hi•ave
meet the demands of lower prices.
have been visiting at the home of Mr.
Chas. H. Seymour, who has been and ended with a score of 19-11. Our an.! a patdent ;sou! r a:i la' v*>r 1)0 <!eand Mrs. R. H. Whitney, left Satur conducting the Bijou Theatre for a team certainly has some pep and no f*-at*'d in tll*‘ battle- of life
Don’t
Prospective gift buyers are invited to
day for her home in Skowhegan.
number of years and who was a ordinary combination has any chance giv** up: you will wi n yet
inspect our stock.
The Black 4k Churchill Theatres Inc. pioneer in the moving picture game, j with them.
have leased the Hall in the Frisbie is packing up his apparatus and house- j
Also remember that our Repair De
He is ;. sei;i sh b*dug vho. having
Wednesday evening the Island Fulls
Block and will renovate it for public j hold goods preparatory to moving to
<v
:
ifs
t
ra
1
1
Ci:!
iiag
or
trouble
i
Basket Ball Boys’ Team came on the
partment is qualified to do the most
iiaos, such as dances, parties, etc.
York where he will open in the same floor of the High School gym with the profession1, alw. s 0 , ing.; a is troubles
exacting job, and when promised.
Mrs. John K. Pottle of Lee, Me. is line of business.
making
intention of painting the town red: home for the purp* >se of
in town, called here by the illness of
Five young women patients from but in this they were doomed to disap every on* else raise;: able
■ her father Frank McManus of Masar- the Northern Maine Sanatorium, not
pointment. In the first few minutes
xlift who Is at the Madigan hospital.
entirely well, were
transferred
to of th*1 game it was plainly evident
* Members of Aroostook Encampment Hebron Wednesday, to make room
that they were up against a real live
Mo. 41 I. O. O. F. are reminded that for more patients, nine of whom are
team in every sense of the word, and
tfre Installation of officers takes place waiting to enter. They were accom
buck without question
they had to keep pretty busy to get Money
If HUNT’S Salve faJle in th j
this Tuesday evening; supper folows panied by Miss Jennie Knowles, the
treatment
of ITCH. BCZBMA.
any baskets at all.
Peabody and
I N G W O R M . T E T T E R or
the work.
managing nurse.
Miss Edith
F. Niles played in this game, for the R
o t he r Itching akin diseases.
Mlaa Kathleen Goodhue of Fort Knight, the County Anti-Tuberculo
T t r a 79 cent bon at our risk.
first time this year, and both men
Fairfield was in town Tuesday last, sis nurse, wes at the train to see them
L E IG H T O N & F E E L E Y
Jeweler and Optomitrist
showed that they had not forgotten
the guest of Miss Margaret Hanson off, as all such cases go through her
their old skill. The game ended with
Market Sq., Houlton
| -o b her way back to resume her stud management.
The new sanatorium a score of 52-21 in favor of Houlton
ies at school.
has not beds enough to accommodate High. O'Donnell, Churchill and Dob
Messrs. Geo. F. Taggett anti James all who wish to enter there for treat
bins showed themselves right there,
-Gartley have returned from the New ment.— Star-Herald.
as well as Fowler and Bagnall
York market, looking over the clothThe long expected masquerade was
lo g situation. They were accompani
held Friday evening in tin* Auditorium
ed by their wives.
and an interesting and enjoyable
Harry Nevers left Saturday evening
evening was spent by all. The Rotary
The
officers
for
the
year
of
1921
for
for New York after another fast
Club, with its songs and contributions,
Portia
Rebekah
Lodge
which
were
horse, which it is understood .is to be
helped largely in the .success of the
recenty
elected,
are
as
follows:
, purchased by a syndicate of followers
('ora F. Stimpson evening. The ball was festive with
Noble Grand.
of the racing game.
Daisy S. Towers five booths, decorated tastily, where
Vice Grand,
Bernard
Archibald,
Robert
M.
Eunice A. Lyons confetii, ice cream, punch, programs,
Sec’y.,
Law lis. Abert K. Stetson and HerMabel V. Smith and some boxes of excellent fudge ,
Treas.,
schel Shaw Esq. we.~e among those
Carson,
Louise D. were on sale. Prizes were given to
Trustees.
Edith
vtho attended the ope ting session of
Miss Mary Dilling and Mr Stan wood
the Legislature in Augusta last week. Currie, A. B. Smart.
Rose, who returned his prize to the
W ord was received last week from
Athletic
Association.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall that they
The
proceeds
were about
which
Littleton,
Jan.
in.
1921
are pleasantly located in St. Peters
were
handed
over
to
the
Athletic
burg, where they are enjoying the ! C. H. Fogg,
Association.
'beautiful climate of Florida and are j Houlton. Maine

OF L O C A L

INTEREST

pa

Every citizen of Houlton with red
blood in their veins will want to see
“ The Lost Battalion” at the Temple
this Wednesday afternoon and even
ing.
Not only will the picture be
worth seeing but the picture is being
conducted under the auspices of the
Chester L. Briggs Post American
Legion and they will receive a financi
al benefit.

Rubber

WOMAN’S CLUB

LENDING LIBRARY

I

QUALITY

HOME USE

SICK ROOM

SPECIAL SALE
PRICES

Munro’s West End
Drug Store

H. H. S. NOTES

n

/

J. D . P e r r y

PORTIA REBEKAH LODGE
1.0 .0 . F. ELECT OFFICERS

Dream Theatre

W ednesday

A First National
Attraction

COMMUNICATION

Dear Editor:
In your issue of December 15th
under heading “ Enforcement Agents
Busy in Aroostook,” second paragraph
as regards Chan. Calvin’s being before
the Municipal Count on a search and
seizure warrant.
borne Monday.
I wish to say to the public that this
The movement among the Eastern
Maine Shrlners to organize a Temple was an error. Mr. Calvin was before
In Bangor is meeting with good the Court on a warrant charged with
success and the required n'umber of selling intoxicating liquors, to which
signatures to the petition for the pur he pleaded not guilty and furnished
pose is being circulated in Houlton j cash bail in the sum of five hund red
the
by J. R. Harvey.
All members in , dollars fo>- his appearance at
April
term
of
the
S.
J.
Court.
Houlton who have not signed should
J. D. ROSS.
see Mr. Harvey and get their name on
I >eputy.
Ijbe paper.

both well.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole, who
have been in town the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Geo. A. Hall Jr., called here
i by the death of
Mrs.
Stackpole’s
fath er Delancey
Mcllroy, returned

. ........ ........

ii

■■■ .........

OLD” PRICES AGAIN

########### #

Thursday

A Universal
Picture
in

n e e

Decorations
Set Pieces or Cut Flowers for any
occasion, be sure and call on us to
supply you.

King W. Vidor
in
The FamilyHonor
C a rm e l M y e rs
In

The Gilded Dream

Friday
A Republic
Special

Clara Kimball Yong

in

Trilby
Saturday

Our assortment of Winter
Blooms is now at its best

A Goldwyn
Picture

M abel Normand

in

Peck’s Bad Girl

Chadwick
( l o n g e r m l o r i e s tr, f / i r / / t S i r .

Houlton, Maine

The Live WireFlorist

See T h e m

on th e S c r e e n

at

The Dream
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P A G E S IX

CANADA DAMMING
EUROPE’S FLOOD

I answers to questions pnt to him in
i Europe but cross-examine him. He is
treated as a decent human being
should be, but no dilettante theorists
brimming over with 100 per cent
sentiment are permitted to interfer
with the Dominion’s method of selc-cting her own citizens.”
When the immigrant arrives in
Canada, we read further, In*.is met by
agents of the Canadian Pacific Rail
way at Father Point, who learn what
the immigrant wants to do and where
he wants to go. while the immigrant
is apprised of the possibilities in this
section or that, and besides what he
shall do,
“ So many men are needed at such
and such a point. The newcomer
notes that. There Is virgin land to be1
had at low prices at another area.
That, too, is noted by the immigrant.
In short, before he hinds he knows
just how to spend his money and time
most advantageously.

America might well copy Canada in
shielding itself from the flood of
European immigration, it is remarked
by some who admire the promptness
and system with which the Canadian
Government has met its problem. It
is admitted that Canada’s problem is
‘‘microscopic’’ compared to that of the
United States, but the measures the
Dominion has taken are said to be “ot
the sort that will fit any situation,
apply to any number, and work hard
ship to none." Canada’s new regula
tions went into force on December 15
along the boundary between Canada
and the United States, and will take
effect at Canadian ocean ports on
January 1. The increase of unemploy
ment on the American side of the line
and the discontinuance on July 1 of
the English compensation to out-ofwork soldiers, we learn from Canadian
correspondents, have caused a mark
’’The government agents do the
ed influx of labor into Canada from
I same thing at Quebec. Still further
the south and from across the Atlan-1
.
.
, , . „
.
. . service is available m every city at
UC. A KUDU
tic.
good ueui
deal Ul
of unemployment
llliexmnuj'iiiciu. is
,
,,
,
.
..
, ' the offices ot the Dominion Employ
said to exist in British Columbia and
,. ,
.
. .»
A
i ment Bureau, which is nothing more
in the towns and cities ot eastern
nor less than the Government's clear
Canada, and as Canadian railways and
ing-house for labor. Until the immi
factories are like’y to continue to re
grant has reached his or her destina
duce their staffs, according to one
tion the Canadian Government main
flnancial Judge, the stricter regula
tains supervision over his or her wel
tions are enacted to “prevent disap
fare and movements. Thereafter it is
pointment
on the
part Ul
of newcomers.’’ |
yuilltlliniv VII
U1U pau
_
, ..
. i
.
.
..
, . .
up t\ the newcomer whether or not he
All mechanics, artizans and laborers,
*
... .
... , .
...
,
, .
,
. , or she will be permitted to sta>.
other than farm laborers, who wish
|Canada wants immigration, but not at
to enter Canada must possess $250
i the expense of destruction or threatenea,ch in his own right and have trans
; ed destruction of Canadian ideals and
portation to his destination within the
i governmental fabric.
Dominion. Before the new regulation
only $50 w^s required of the immi ! “Restriction upon immigration here
grant, we are told, and now if he is has several objects in view. Canada
accompanied by his family he must i proposes to exclude and will exclude
possess in addition to the $250 'a n - criminals, diseased persons, persons
other $125 for each member of 181« « » t y of moral turpitude, those opyears or more, and $50 for each mem- P°sed to established government, alien
been
interned,
her between the ages of 5 and 18. enemies who have
persons
guilty
of
espionage
or
treason
Tourists, farmers, domestic servants,
during
the
war,
and.
largest
class
of
and returning Canadians may enter
all,
illiterates
more
than
fifteen
years
Canada without restriction as hither
to. As the Toronto Globe says, the old "
It is pointed out further that while
new regulations are obviously intend
there
is no such demand by aliens for
ed to discourage the inflow of workers
residence in Canada as there is now
for whom there is no work at present.
in the United States, it is “ safe to say
“Harsh as the rule may seem to be,

1

It will prevent the infliction of h a rd -; thll<

tha,‘ llalf of tlu,s<' " W

out the rich agricultural areas or have |putting him in touch with the most
located in the smaller towns and |abstruse figures and statistics on
industry,
finance
and
provinces. And to set forth further j economics,
statistical significance of Canada’s |politics, to assuring him regarding
command over her immigration, it is i the proper game of golf or the proper
cited that in June alone Canada was |motor car in which to see properly
compelled to exclude but fifty-six ap ! the. beauties of the Thames valley.
plicants who arrived at ocean ports, Tin' theory is that once Americans
and June was the big month for im know Great. Britain and once Britons
migration.
However, in that same know America there is no possibility
month, 1,799 persons were forbidden of misunderstandings leading to war.
Sir Thomas Koydon declare that.
entrance over the international border
.chore the problem is always a nasty whether or not there was a League of
one for both Canada, and the United Nations, if then* was a good under
standing between the two groat Eng
States."
lish speaking nations the peace of tin*
world was assured.
One of the first efforts of the new
organization will be to provide vaca
homes
for every
Amc- :can
For those who see tin' possibility of tion
Although its
Anglo-American trouble in the de student in England.
plans wore matured too late for
clarations of Josephus Daniels. Amer
Christmas, most of the American
ican Secretary of
tin* Navy,
for
students having previously made their
instance---there is an antidote in Eng ; vacation plans, it is already assured
land Men who served in British war ! that every hoy from America studying
missions in the United States have j in a British university will have an
|invitation to pass his Easter vacation
formed an organization not only to
with a man who knows his home
make Americans feel at home in Eng
; town.
The members of the British
land but to tell the truth about Amer |war missions were scattered from end
ica. The organization is headed by i to end of the United States during
Sir Thomas Itoydon, an important ! the war. and there is in the new or! ganization a man who knows amost
shipping man, and is already busy, but
i every home town of any size in the*
meanwhile is avoiding the pitfalls of
United States.
"propaganda.” They do not contem
That. Sir Thomas Roydon believes,
plate sending Britons to America to is tin* surest way to convince Amer
try to tell Americans the truth about icans that the basic feeling of blood
Great Britain any more than they are relationship need not be shocked by
prepared to welcome American visi falsi* reports regarding B r i t i s h
tors trying to tell the truth about the character.
United States.
These men. who know America
from end to end, have organized a
lecture battery to visit public schools
and other British
institutions and
A world crisis is now upon us.
through the British tongue tell Britons Thousands of children are starving.
that America is all right. On the Ten dollars will save a child from no\y
other hand, they are prepared to do until Harvest time. There are two
anything for any American here, from campaigns now on for these children.

KNOW EACH OTHER,
BRITISH WAR CURE

THE STARVING
CHILDREN OF THE EAST

drain,

all

paying

and

heina

paid

V air Cheeking

Account

*
99

♦ * ‘
.• If “ ■
•

0*r. «f M#IUn Straat Telephone 5470

PO RTL AND

: :

MAINE

The ealjr one la Maine, New Hampshire
or Vermont end nearest to
Maritime Provinces

Temple

Theatre

January 12, 1921

Afternoon-Evening

it.
ness

as for

Order a carton or two of
Swift’s Premium Oleomargarine
today. Remember many leading
domestic science teachers and
dietitians the world over recom
mend Oleomargarine.
Swift’s Premium (Oleomar
garine is the most widely dis
tributed brand of Oleomargarine.
Swift & Company, U. S. A .
M anufacturer* of

•* *
m4
> *-

• * j* e

•

Oleomargarine

eat it

r>- * *

★

•

Swift’s Premium Oleomar
garine is UvSed in many hotels,
cafes, and men’s grills. .Men
down-town every day and enjoy
Women appreciate its good
for cooking as well
the table.

35 Cents

» • ..* •
i f M*
' .% v-.A. * .
• • ** ••

Grape «Nuts
M ade by
Postum Cereal CompanyInc.
Battle Creek, M ich.

M en like not only the
sweet, fresh
taste
of
Sw ift’s Prem ium Oleo
margarine, they also like
the saving it makes on
the grocery bill.
And
they like being able to
have a fine, thick spread
on biscuits or bread, w ith
out feeling extravagant.

iHE b o y s o f the “L o s t
Battalion were from prac
tically every section of the
country,
In viewing this
picture, you get a first hand
lesson in history that can
never be forgotten.
We
make this appeal to your
patriotism.
Every Buddy
has tickets to sell, fj Bene
fit Chester L. Briggs Post,
American Legion.

— since

523 CUMBERLAND AVENUE

There'sfoarReason

Delicious and Economical

\wm

cases. M ethods
m ane, heal th always

THE KEELEY INSTITUTE

‘

• *
S .'S .

Its Cost is L o w

y # v

is a wheat and barley food
that is scientifically made
for a definite purpose.
It has delicious taste ; is
easy to digest; and con
tains all the building values
of the grains that make
for health, and comfort.

V • 1 • ## *
•4
• 4
• k
f <* I • • I « ‘ . . t

Safi, Sensible, Successful

correspondence strictly confidential.

Gmpe*Nuts

4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts

A N D

1879— in over 400,000
rational and hu
improved.
N o nausea, sickness or b a d
aftpr effects— nothing “ h e
roic”* N o confinement or public
ity. Pleasant surroundings, ideal location,complete equipment. Specia !
privacy for women. A l l business and

in k sap in g one sturdy
and Fit to do th in g s

is j •<, it eh ,

“Lost Battalion”

LIQUOR
DRUG USING

F lig h t F o o d a B ig F acto r

by

-------------------------T h e ----------------------

Treatment

Se^ <*en*a* 'n or(*or
these children
ma-v })e savetl- Committees will solicit
for these campaigns. Let us not forget the starving children of the East.

each other, serving and being served
Wo consider it a genuine pleasure to
,-erve everyone well at tie l l o i i l t o n
'rust ( 'o. npa ny

“Lest Ye F o r g e t

Cures

The other is the Hoover Relief
Campaign for the European children
which will be conducted next week
or soon after.

work for oac’n other, exchange tin*
results of the efforts of han't and

★

K e lle y

Everyone should contribute as liber,,
V “ P° “ lble'
t0 the l*oint <>f

ALL TRUE AMERICANS

"

ship on many who would otherwise ly admitted into the United State
spend their small means on travel would gain entrance into Canada."
"However. 68.857 aliens entered
from Europe merely to swell the ranks
Canada during the first six months of
of the unemployed in this country.
Numerous newcomers are already 1920. According to official figures
from New York 85.294 immigrants
walking the streets in idleness.
entered
the States through Ellis
“These disabilities on immigration
Island
in
September alone. In single
should, of course, be temporary.
weeks
half
as many immigrants land
They will be or ought to be relaxed
in
New
York
Harbor as are received
when conditions improve. Canada in
So Canada
n6rmal times can absorb large num- 1 ( anada in six months
bers of people from other countries does not have to contend with the
who are willing to work.
While numbers tin* United States does. and.
to he utterly frank, she rejoices in
awaiting the return to industrial acti
the fact.
vity vigorous efforts should be made
“ Of the 68,857 immigrants gaining
to promote the immigration of practi
residence in Canada during the first
cal farmers, for whom there are op
six months of this year, 27,261 c a m e
portunities here, without aggravating
from Great Britain and 25,1 s:i from
the labor problem or doing an in
the United States. The rest 6.412
justice to any Canadian interest."
were carefully selected men and
It is admitted by various observers
women, who, like many of the two
that Canada will not grow so fast in
larger groups, an* scattered through
population under the new order, but
at the same time, it is held, she is
certain to grow well and is doing it.
f**:
• : » •: $■
In Associated Press correspondence
frbm Montreal we find an account of
Canadian far-sighted policy concern
ing immigrants.
i
•
“In the first place, Canada has
established
immigration offices in
various European cities. There any
m- * ;
one Interested may obtain complete
data concerning the needs of Canada, •* .*
* ••*
the chances for the newcomer, what
Canada holds forth to the immigrant,
and what she expects of the immi
grant. No bones are made of the fact
that Canada does not want men and
women who are not willing to become
good Canadians. Moreover, the pros
pective immigrant is informed that
unless he is of the proper sort he is
not wanted and will not be taken.
“He is fully informed of the re
quirements before
he leaves his
fatherland. He is given to understand
that Canada solves its own immigra
tion problems; that there is no inter
ference from nor appeal to Imperial
authorities. Before his passport is
vised by Canadian authorities abroad
he must convince those authorities
that he is sound of body, of mind,
politically and industrially, and the
burden of proof is on him. At sea
surgeons subject prospective immi
grants to thorough examinations. The
pilgrim is vaccinated and inoculated
otherwise against infectious diseases.
v “At the Canadian port the immi
grant is taken in charge by examin
ers, who not only check up his

One is the N ear East Relief for the
children of Armenia and Syria being
conducted in this town this week

G em Nut
M argarine

★
<* * +

*»

i*

M ade from N a t
O il* and M ilk

"SB
S
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ummuis in mese two iierus is nuw

it. It may assume large proportions. cost of protection and administra60 per cent., but the 60 per cent, can
|estimated hy the best qualified officers
It must, if we are to maintain our tion.
in the forest service to equal half of
start up the 40 per cent.
advantages as a commercial nation.
Many Western communities are their number five years ago.
F r N Baptist
Som e O ffse ts Favorable to the F arm e r
It is a work requiring the abilities i recognizing the recreational resources
Rev. P. Clark Hartley, Pastor
! in considering the farmer’s present
The addition to the Absaroka and
and energy of our most able financial of nearby national forests as one of
Morning service at 10.30 ▲. M.
|condition, however, we must take into
Gallatin forests of the lands still in
leaders, and there is no service of the their greatest assets and privileges.
Sunday school at 12.00 M.
i consideration what was referred to in
! Government ownership and under
Young People's mooting 6.00 P. M. >last week’s Review that the farmer's country to which they can better ex Col. Greeley says, and are establish
withdrawal along the Yellowstone
tend their earnest co-operation than ing community camps under more or
Brenlng service at 7.00 P. M.
! comparative loss on this year’s crop
River north of Gardiner is urged hy
T h e s e tin* chief forester.
9pecial music by choir.
on the present price level is material this. Ways and means for the prompt loss formal organization.
This land, he
Choir practice Monday nights.
the states, is urgently needed as winter
ly lower than the Government esti exportation of cotton and other com camps take every form, from
modities in great volume would do municipal vacation camps erected on
Tuesday night church prayer and mate of $ii,000,000,000.
range tor the elk, and its addition to
more
to help the farmers than any ac1 the Angeles National Forest
under tin* national forests will
em tse Service.
This reduction in estimated loss
materially
of ('ongress.
permit trom the Forest service and telieve the situation without working
would
seem
to
leave
still
eo.iderable
Church of the Good Shepherd
W e s t e r n A p p r o v a l of the S a l e s T a x
maintained and managed hy the cit\ an injustice to the local inhabitants
buying power with the fa, ,uers. and
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
The
movement
to
abolish
the
excess
of
Los Angeles, to the improvement whose live stock use the range. If
1the outsiue 40 per cent, to which our
Sunday Services
correspondent refers must, on the profits and surtaxes, and substitute a of some favorite* picnic ground in the this action is not taken the outlook for
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
whole, have still
ge accretions left Tax on Turnover, is gaining wide nalional forests hy local citizens in tin* northern elk herd is gloomy. The
Also on the first Sunday In the
; from the benefits realized during the spread approbation throughout the cooperation with local forest officers. prospects for the southern herd are
month at 10.30
country and also in the ranks of the
The picnic camps are improved bv more bright, hut additional purchase
, war years.
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30
Ways and Means Committee, which the construction of fireplaces, rustic
,
This
might
be
the
foundation
of
the
ot land for summer feeding grounds
Evening Prayer and Sermon at 7
renewed buying to which we referred is holding hearings on the subject, in tables and seats, and an* mad^ avail appear absolutely essential.
Sunday School at noon
able to the public without any charge.
fin the Review, hut which, after all. Washington.

CHURCH SERVICES

F irst B ap tist

nu«

swimming at the fashionable Bath
Club of Piccadilly. A keen follower
of the chase, he has recently bought
several new hunters, and he is keep
ing up family traditions hy accepting
the chairmanship of the West Norfolk
Hounds, a position which his grand
father, King Edward, held for many
years. He is also coming to the fore
as a cattle breeder. At the recent
1’ irmingham cattle show he took
three prizes with three
heads of
Aberdeen Angus cattle from his Dart
moor farm, near Princetown.
Times are not near so hard with
some men when they want a plug
of tobacco as when their wives ask
for a pair of shoes.
Unkind words do as much harm
as unkind deeds. Many a fyeart has
been wounded beyond cure, many a
reputation been stabbed to death by
a few little words.

The Markets
Tin* vacation camps under municipal
' might be only temporary.
In the process of deflation,
the direction charge merely the expense
It may be said, however, that, offj setting the low-er price the farmer various enterprises which have been of feeding and caring for the stieees-.
Rev. Henry C. Speed, pastor
distended during tin* inflation period sive groups of city people who enjoy
!
Enthusiastic accounts given by the
10.30 morning worship with sermon. is to receive for his crops, would he
are being forced down towards levels their privileges.
j
the
lower
prices
he
might
have
to
pay
Prince of Wales in the royal family
12.00 Bible School with classes tor |
of actual worth, and in the absence
|for the things he himself will buy.
The growth of the recreational re circle of his experiences during his
w e n and women.
I: of buying power are often carried far
It
is
true
that
these
things
offered
sources of the national forests is so' reciuit empire trip are said to have
0:00 Senior C. E. Service
i
below real value.
In a market in
by
retailers
cannot,
most
of
them,
be
rapid that specially trained men tin*! raised a keen desire on the part of
7:00 Song Service followed by ser
bought anywhere nearly as low as |which a large number of such securi- needed to direct and plan for the most his brothers. Princes Albert, Henry
mon.
even the present lowered wholesale ! ties are ■declining, in a cold hard at effective development of this service. and George, to go on similar voyages.
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday
prices should warrant, because the mosphere devoid of any speculative Col. Greeley says. Any expenditure The Prince of Wales is reported to fie
evening at 7:30.
A man is as old as his organs; he
retailers
(or let us say the average imagination, the more stabilized se along these lines will he good business writing a preface to a hook of photo
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at
can be as vigorous and healthy at
curities
are
carried
down
with
the
retailer, because some retailers are
for the Government, since the increas graphs taken during his trip, which
7:30.
70 as at 35 if he aids hit organs in
meeting the situation) is keeping up others, and in many cases, also too ed
receipts
will
return
to the will he sold for the benefit of a blind
A ll Seats free.
performing
their functions. Keep
prices to get rid of his high-priced ; far down. The majority of the better Treasury much more than tin* tot al soldiers' hospital.
your
vital
organs healthy with
First C o n gre ga tio n a l Church
lines of goods. This discrepancy be stocks have already this level. This I amount expended.
| Since his return to London the
tween wholesale and retail prices can is the case likewise with many com | Tin* protection of wild life and the l Prince has been giving a series of
'
Rev. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
modities.
Real public support will
not continue, however.
j recognition of the national forests as j small dinner parties to his intimate
M orning W orship at 10.30.
conic
eventually
from investors who
Our
eornespondont
has
made
an
im
with
natural breeding grounds of fish and Jlrictnis at St. James’ Paiace, which
.Bunday School at 12 o’clock
pressive argument for the farmer. will take advantage of this situation game is closely related to tin* develop ! i*s >*(>"' pretty
well
stocked
with
clauses for men and women.
arc
Congress may consider the facts he to acquire the bargains which
j ment of tin* recreational
resources, ; souvenirs of his tour. He makes an
Young People’s Meeting at 6 p. m.
When that
recites, and if any particular help is everywhere displayed.
The world’s standard remedy for kidney,
j To make more effective tin* work of excellent host and he has a fund of
■vanning service at 7 o'clock.
liver, bladder and uric acid troubles
character of support becomes suffi
extended,
in
view
of
Agriculture's
amusing
anecdotes
about
his
experi
at
|
game
protection,
in
cooperation
with
Playerm eeting Tuesday evenings
since 1696; corrects disorders; stimulates
ciently
evident,
tin*
demoralization
peculiar situation, there should at
tin* State and local authorities, and ence abroad.
7.30.
vital organs. All druggists, thres sizss.
which featured the week will he per
He is fond of playing rackets and
to secure better development of the
Look for the name Gold Medal on •▼•nr has
"The Ladies’ Guild meets Monday even 1least he no basis for claim from other
_______
and accopt no imitation
interests to he helped because thi* manently checked.
lisli and game n-sources of the nation
ings weekly.
A similar situation has prevailed in
1
farmers
are
favored.
al forests, Gol. Greeley believes that
T h e Ladles’ Circle meets Wednesday
♦
' Mr. J. 1\ Griffin, our resident part commodit ics. and Mr. Ogden Armour' s ( ’engross shouYl make provision I'm
afternoons weekly.
statement
may
well
he
correct,
that
the est a hi is11m•*111 of gatin' sanctuaries
T h e Ladies’ Missionary Society meets ner in Chicago, in reply to an inquiry
liquida! ion and fall in prices of comthe second Wednnesday ot each on this general subject, wires us:
within which wild life may line! seettr"The purchasing power of the farm moditi* s havo alroady cone so far that ■ity.
Those sa net ua ries. In* says.
month.
er is a much mooted question. That iho process for the present must he should ho relatively limit* d in area
M e th o d ist E p iscop al
it is a factor of great importance in near its end. lie pred iet s that the hut should ho *-st a hi is hoi I in con
! turn towards hotter Imssiness will i s id era Id " number.
Corner School and Military Streets. trade must he'at once conceded.
conic one of these days just as sudden- •
do
not
know
of
any
otlicial
figures
that
Speriu I attention is called by ( 'o|.
Kev. Thomas Whitesidet Pastor.
; will serve as a guide. There a n1 ap ly and just as irresistibly as did tile Greeley in the necessity of additional
14.30 a. m Public W orship with sermon
proximately seven and one-half million present slump: and this will p r o b a b l y i1protection for the harassed and dee:
72.00 m. Sunday School with. Organ
j
farmers
in this country, which will he the case with tin- stock market, i mated herds of elk using the Yellow
ised and Graded Classes for all.
in
their which predicts such turnabout
7.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and i give you some conception of
stone National Park and the surround
(ond
it
ions,
in
advance.
|
Preparatory Members Class.
potential buying power. I agree largeing forests
Famine and cold last win-;
-«0.15 p. m. Young Peoples’ meeting j ly with conclusions stated
.1, S RAO UK .V 0()
in last
:
tcr
took
an
unusually
heavy toll from
under th€» auspices of the Epworth
week's Review-, and do not believe
their number. Driven out of the high
League.
i
7.00 p. m. Praise and Preaching service |
|the buying power of the farmer has
j country by starvation and early snows
NATIONAL FORESTS
with
vested
chorus
choir
j been impaired to the extent generally
i t h< northern herd suffered from hunt-1
BEING USED MORE : ers along the boundary line a percent
O e n e ra l prayer meeting at 7.30 every understood. The grain farmers of the
Tuesday evening.
That the use of the national forests
United States, as a class, are the most
a g e loss equal to that of a defeated.
j prosperous people in the world, lor recreational purposes is inrreas- ' army
C h ristia n Science
|
j Present prices art' low in a relative inn rapidly and bids fair to rank
Corner Military and High Streets
I Manx that escaped the hunters per
i sense only. The farmer paid off his third among the major services per- i ished from cold and starvation befoi c '
'Monday Services
' mortgages and acquired wonderful tornmd by the national forests, with spring. The southern herd also lost
11:00 a. m. Regular Service
i prosperity based on a dollar per only timber production and stream It avily. As a result, the total number
12:15 p. m. Sunday School
Wednes-1
bushel for .vheat. fifty cents for corn. flow regulation taking precedence
Testim onial meetnig every
|
and
thirty cents for oats This latter over it. is the statement made hy Ool.
day evening at 7:30
1condition c; me about prior to the war. W. R. Greeley, head of tin* Forest
F IR ST C H U R C H O F H O U L T O N
Many
For five years out of the last six, his Service, in his animal report
U n itaria n
summer
homes
are
being
erected
in
earnings have been enormous, and
Military Street at Kelleran
M onty back without question
while in many instances the crops of the national forests hy private indivi
i f H U N T'S 8 *lv * fall* in the
p —honing Service regularly every 1920 are selling below cost of produc duals, and the use of forests for other
treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA,
R I N G W O R M , T E T T E R or
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
was
tion. this is not true in general, in my forms of out-of-door recreation
o t ha * ilchinff akin disease*.
19, Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
T
ry a 75 cent box at our risk.
N e x t to E lk s C lu b P r e s c r i p t i o n D r u g g i s t
opinion.
In estimating a loss, most greater during the past year than
M a in S tre et
School every Sunday at 12:00 statisticians use prevailing values for ever before.
LEIG H TO N & F E E L E Y
Dwight F. Mowery, Minister
The summer home business prom
land, whereas the great hulk of the
1 1 0 Court Street
Tel. 186-W farms cost their present owners from j ises to become an important source
one-tenth to one-half of recent market I of revenue, Gol. Greeley points out.
prices."
^On the Angeles Forest in southern
California, for example, a tot al
of
T w o O ther Sou rces of Large B u yin g
Helping the Fa rm e r
1M1M) permits for summer residences
Pow er
The movement to help the farmer
and commercial resorts were, he says
Looking at the whole matter acade
in effect at the close of the past fiscal
.<Oet bee taken form in Washington in
mically as to where sufficiently in-!
year. Tin* revenue from this one item
n bill in the House to place high tariff
fluential buying power
may
conic
amounted to approximately $22,oho.
am agricultural products, and another
from, there are two other sources
It is believed that within a few years
movement is in the direction of furbesides the farmers, which, if brought
the revenues obtained from the var
nftiM"ir additional credit for agricul
into action, might change the situa-!
ious recreational settlements within
tu re ] loans. The Federal Trade Comtion.
the Angeles Forest will pay the entire
m tfiirn In a special report this week
The second largest industry in the j
analyzes the causes for the decline
United States (the first, of course, be
e l wheat prices, which it attributes
ing agriculture), is the transportation
in pert to the countrywide and world
business . It has always happened that
wide condition, but assigns besides
whenever, in this country, the rail
seven specific causes, namely: The
roads started in to buy on a large
outlook for increased world supply;
scale, all other businesses began im
concentrated buying by foreign gov
F R O M
mediately to quicken up. and general
evnments last‘ spring, and slack pur
prosperity follow-ed.
chases la^er; unprecedented importa
The railroads need to spend from
tions from Canada following an un
four to six billion dollars to bring
precedented yield and a discount in
their properties up to even presentrate of exchange; the record-breaking
day requirements. If. in addition, a
yield of corn in this country;
the
campaign of needed extensions were
We want to prove without cost
sleekening of demand for flour; the
begun, these expenditures would he to you that at last a way has been
found for instantly removing bun
general tendency to decline in many
added to. This would give a forward
ion pain and completely removing
commodities; and the change in credit
impulse to all buying. We do not see
bunions.
conditions, with resulting disposition
at present any prospect of this move
of distributors to refiain from accu
ment, hut it must come some time
yfoo
mulating usual stocks.
and might, if credit conditions wen*
Literally
melts
away the bunion
There has been considerable opposi- i adjusted, come sooner than anyone
no matter how large or how long
tion in the press of the country against! expected.
standing. Brings almost instant
granting especial privileges to farm- j A third source of large buying, and
relief from agonizing bunion pain.
Get a box and prove it yourself.
era on the ground that other classes one to which w-e must give immediate
Use Fairy foot, and if you are not
would claim equal consideration. The attention, is our export business. This
convinced, return ana full pur
importance of the farming interests movement may not he as far away as
chase price will be refunded.
is advocated in a letter which we have railroad purchasing, and some steps
O. F. F R E N C H & S O N
received from an able correspondent are already being taken to accelerate
Cor . C o u r t & Main S t r s
In the Southwest, in commenting on an
article in the Review of December
11th on prospects of renewed buying.
This correspondent believes that the
fan n er’s buying power is the deter
mining factor He says that at leapt
00 per cent of the total business of
this country is absolutely dependent
upon this buying power.
This in
d u d e s all activity in the small towns,
in rural section, and that portion of
the activity in manufacturing centers
and large cities that is due to the
haying of farmers and small towns.

OTHER BRITISH PRINCES
LONG FOR WORLD TOURS

Court St.

M AN’S
B E ST AGE
GOLD MEDAL

----- B R O A D W A Y P H A R M A C Y

FINANCIAL

More Barrels Per Acre
OTATO soils need fertilizers rich in
P available Potash. Experience has
shown that the genuine German Potash
can be used with absolute safety and
profitable results.

Instant
R e lie f
BU N IO N
P A IN

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers con
tain genuine German Potash only, mixed
with Blood, Bone, Meat, and chemicals.
All these elements are balanced in the
proper proportions essential to maxi
mum production.

Prove It Free

F A IR

T

Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers
develop the potato crop. They are avail
able during the entire season. They
supply the needs of the plant from seed
ing time until maturity. The liberal use
of Parmenter & Polsey Animal Fertili
zers assures a large increase of potatoes
per acre.

uA man
sa^<^*
a few minutes

Th e Im po rtance of the F a rm e r’s Buy
i n g Pow er

He says that when that 60 per cent.
Is being exerted to the
maximum
limit, it automatically puts the other
40 per cent to work, to earsing, and

to buying, and that this is the way
we must always get 100 per cent buy
ing power in this country.
This cannot be started from the
other end, he says, for if the 40 per
cent' were to exert themselves to the
maximum limit without the Initiative
-of the 60 per cent., that fact would not
d ia n g e the status of the 60 per cent.
The 40 per cent, cannot start up the

ago, he would not
think of leaving
home without a
package of Lane’s
Cold Tablets in his
bag, and every
one who has used
th e se ta b le ts
speaks just as
highly of them.”

Use Parmenter & Polsey Animal Fer
tilizers for Quality Yields per acre.
Order your supply today.

JANES COLD TABLETS
“The Pink Tablets in t!:ic Yellow Box,**
LE R O Y, N

Y.

PARMENTER & POLSEY FERTILIZER CO.
Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.
Boston

Massachusetts

ALBERT O. GOULD, General Agt., Presque Isle, Me.
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Mrs. James A. Stone and Mrs. cution. A simila’
a.i lty is provided
It is a great pity that a girl should
plements in the same way before you
Charles B. Porter were in Houlton for making a false c. fraudulent re
ever think of marriage as a refuge,
Saturday to attend an all day session
lay them aside iu the fall.)
turn, together with an additional as a means of support or as the main
of Houlton Grange.
The regular monthly conference of sessment of 50 per cent of the amount object of life. Such an attitude is
j the U. B. church, was held Saturday of tax evaded.
bound to weaken character. A girl's
j p. m. hut owing to the storm the at
W om en M u st P ay T a x
ideal should not he marriage, hut
tendance was not large.
The income tax applies to women womanhood, as a man’s ideal should
Mr. ami Mrs. Karl Adams w en1
Rev. H. I). Worden returned SaturSubscribers should bear in dinner
guests of Mrs. Kate Watson of |day from Meductic, N. B. when* he as well as men. Husband and wife not be marriage, but manhood. We
'attended the wedding reception of the must consider the income of both plus <ll> Ilot talk of educating our hoys
mind that all subscriptions are Monitor on New Year's day.
! couple he united in marriage a few that of minor dependent children, and to he husbands and fathers.
Miss
Wildie
£
r>
tu
vens
was
the
guest
we
payable in advance and the pa
of Miss Marion Reed of the Niles weeks ago.
if the total equals or exceeds $2,000 a train them to ho bravo. ;rm\ pun1
per will be discontinued at ex Settlement one day last week.
| The Misses Gladys and Edna Briggs return must be filed. A minor who and gentlemen, honest and active
Miss Francis Gardiner, who has i left Wednesday for Waterville to has a net income in his own right of and industrious, knowing that such
piration. Notice of such expira
been employed in Smyrna Mills, has ! resume their studies at Colbv college,
tion will be sent out the First of returned
, after spending the holidays with their $1,000 ' or more must file a separate a man cannot fail to make a good
home for the winter.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Briggs. return. To be allowed the $2,000 ex husband and father.
So it is with
each month .
The next
meeting of Littleton emption a married person must he liv the girls. Train them to he earnest
Grange will be held Saturday evening ing with husband or wife, on the last and independent, teach them to be
Members of .Monticello
Orrin Good returned Friday from a Jan. lath.
There will be preaching
at the trip to Augusta.
Grange an1 to hr guests on that i day of the taxable year, December 31, self-supporting, make them accurate
church on Sunday at 2 p. m.. Sunday
Littleton Grange members j 1920. Divorcees, persons separated by and responsible in money matters,
Mrs. James Porter, who lias been evening.
5
*’ By using Wildroot regularly, I keep z
School at 1 p. m.
ill for the past few weeks, is slightly are requested to bring food for the [ mutual agreement, widows and wid as delicate and refined in the’; finan
— my scalp entirely free from the itching —
a crust or dandruff, the cause of most —
Harvest Supper.
j owers, unless they are the sole support cial sense as they are in their mod
improved.
a hair trouble. I owe my luxuriant hair a
Dr. F. O. Hill and daughter lone,
One evening last week the farm j of others living in the same house esty; in other words, train then) to
S —the envy of my friends— to this a
a guaranteed dandruff remedy.”
=
There will be preaching service at returned from a visit in Augusta buildings of J. A. Watson narrowly
escaped being burned when a can of hold. in which case they are allowed be womanly women, and they will
the church on Sunday morning
at on Friday morning.
5 Wildroot Liquid Shampoo or Wildroot ~
Z
Shampoo Soap, used in connection with —
S. P. Archibald, for a long time resi oil ust‘d for oiling floors was upset on j the $2,000 exemption grunted the head make the best wives and mothers
10.30.
— Wildroot Hair Tonic, will haaten the —
a treatment.
a
tire. ] of a family, are entitled only to $1,000 the world has ever known.
The friends of Mr. and Mrs. Irvin dent of this town but now living in the kitchen stove and caught
Emerson sympathize with them in the Houlton. was calling on friends here The flames quickly spread over the j exemption.
Saturday.
room but water being
near
Mrs. I
loss of their infant twin boys.
Tax Rates for 1920
Presiding Elder Gray was in town Watson and daughter Eva succeeded ■
That hv applying kerosene with a
g THE GUARANTEED HAIR TONIC z
The
normal
tax rate for 1920 is the
over Sunday and held quarterly Con in putting out the flames. The room |
a
For sale here under a
r
ference in the Methodist church Satur was badly damaged and Mrs. Watson j same as for 1919- 4 per cent on the rag when about to put stoves away for
a
money-back guarantee
a.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Howard
and day evening.
received had burns on her hands.
first $4,000 of net income above the the summer will prevent them from
children returned from Boston Fri
O. F. F R E N C H & S O N
Merle Lowrey, Arthur Mills, Gert
Sunday was an especially interest- 1exemption and 8 per cent on the re- 1
rusting.
(Treat your farming imrude Fletcher and Harold Good, all ing day at the U. B. church. The ^
day.
The Busy Drug Store
District Supt. Mr. Gray held the 4th students at Colby College, returned to
maining net income. This applies to
pastor.
Rev.
H.
1).
Worden
sang
a
Quaterly Conference at the M.
E. Waterville last week.
solo entitled “ Hold Up Your Hands (‘very citizen and resident of the
church Monday evening.
J. M. Foster, wife and two children for Jesus.” and using'this as a text | United States.
In addition to the
Miss Helen Haney and Miss Millie left on Saturday morning train for
he preached a fine sermon to the ; normal tax a surtax is imposed upon
8cott began the winter term at the California. They will go via Canadian
children. The music for the service
new two-apom school building at the Pacific and the Santa Fee route.
j wras furnished by the children who I net income in excess of $5,000.
Corner, Jan. 3rd.
Sixty dollars was received from the |had been carefully trained by the
Instructions on Form
On account of the funeral service Basket Social in the hall Thursday I
organist, Mrs. J. A. Stone, assisted by
Full instructions for making out re
there w as no school session at the evening. This will go toward furnish-j
Mrs. Amos Hitchcock and Mrs. Waldo turns are contained on the forms, cop
Mills Monday. School will be in ses ing hot lunches for pupils bringing j
Carmichael. A quartette of little girls
ies of which m a y he obtained from
sion on Saturday.
their dinners in the schools.
sang “ Little Sunbeams” very sweet
The many friends of Mr. and Mrs.
The regular meeting of the Grange ly.
collectors of internal revenue. Per
Next
Sunday
the
pastor
will
Leigh Perry sympathize with them in was held Saturday evening.
Five preach to the middle aged people and sons whose net income for 1920 was
(he death o f their youngest child last candidates were instructed in the first
they will form the choir for that $5,000 or less should use Form 1040A.
Saturday. Funeral service was held and second degrees. The officers were
service.
at the Methodist church Monday at installed by Mrs. John R. Weed. She
Those with incomes in excess of $5,000
10 o’clock.
was assisted by Miss
Marguerite j
should use Form 1040.
Melvin.
Revenue officers will visit every
The Whist Party given in the hall j Work has begun on tin* collection
Friday evening was greatly enjoyed , of the income tax for the year 1920. county in the United States to assist
Mrs. Fred Cook is in very poor by a large crowd, 18 tables
taxpayers m making out their returns
being!
health.
filled. At eleven o’clck refreshments |Uncle Sam, through the Bureau of The date of their arrival and the lo
Mr. Gray, the District Supt., was in
of sandwiches, cake and coffee were |internal Revenue, is addressing to cation of their offices will he an
town Saturday on business.
served. After this a social hour was j every person in the United States the
m
Arthur Pryer has gone to Three spent in dancing, music
by
Mrs. , question. “ What was your net income nounced by the press or may he ascer
Brooks to work in the woods.
tained upon inquiry at the offices of
Clifford Sharp at the piano. Marg-;
A good style hat for $3.50 at Mrs. uerite Melvin and Arthur Passmore ; for 1920?" Tlie answer permits of no
colectors. This advisory service is
R an d alls Children’s hats $1.50.
drew first prizes. Mrs. Horace Porter j guesswork. Every single person whose without cost to taxpayers.
Harold Mcllroy was in Houlton last and Olin Melvin the second.
net income for 1920 was $l,oon nr
week to attend the funeral of his grand
more
and every married person whose
That fish may be scaled much easi
father.
net income was $2.00o or more is re er if first dipped into boiling water
The children of John Nelson and
Joseph Hartley are ill with measles
m
Dr. Mann of Houlton made a pro quirod to file a return under oath for a minute.
also Tom Nickerson and Dan Randall.
with
the
collector
of
internal
revenue
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Burtt and Mr. fessional call here in town Friday.
Mrs. Harlie Dow and Miss Lucv for the district iu which he lives on
and Mrs. Elmer Fulton went Monday
N otice of F i r s t M e e t i n g o * C re d ito r s
to Centerville, N. B. to attend the Barrows were at Smyrna Mills shop or before March 15, 1921.
ping
Friday.
funeral of their mother Mrs. Cormier.
The penalty for failure is a fine of In the District Court of the Doi t ed States
Clayton Van Tassel went to Port
fur the Nor t her n Division of the Di s
She had been very ill for many weeks.
not
more than $1,000 and an additional
trict of Maine
In Bankruptcy.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Stackpole re land Monday where he enlisted in tin*
assessment of 25 per cent of the In matter nr
turned home Monday from Houlton Navy for three years.
Mrs. Carrie Shields was in Houlton amount of tax dm*. For willful re V
Hit rll.■..(•),
In Ha Tl h !'l) p! e \
vfhere they were called by the sud
n ankni] it
den death of Mrs. Stackpole’s father. last week to visit her son Chalmer fusal to make a return the penalty is a
T •• i; lu
(■editor
of
a id
Jo e
Mr. Mcllroy w as well known and had Kim.ey, who is at the Aroostook hospi fine of not more Mian $10 (mu or not
S T A T E O F M A IN E
tal.
H n rll.-uck ct Li rtiest n !!<■ ill the ( oimty of
many friends here.
Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the town of Portage, in the county o f
Mr. Harry Wilson of Houlton was in exceeding one year's imprisonment, or ;! A 1!'• i<)St (>ok ; ml I »ist r ic t aforesaid , hankAroostook, and State of .Maine, for the year 1920
town Thursday in the interests of the both together with the costs of prose- ru 1'
Tin* follovnig list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the
John P. Squire Co. of Boston, of which
N ct i.'t■ i> In- I'cllV ^ i Veii that on tlle Pah
town of Portage aforesaid, for the year 1920. committed to me for collec
Mr. Preston McKeen lost one of his firm he represents
(Ik'V . •f .la n>
\
D
1!•L’ 1 t lie -aid
tion for said town, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said
Friends of Mrs. Fred Nelson will be
.1•
Hi tc'icocl•< \V,|-:
work horses last week.
duly
adj udiea ted
taxes, with interest and charges, are not previously paid, so much of the
Miss Hazel Reed of Littleton
is glad to learn that she is now able to
i';i ti ki 111It; ;i n' i that tile
tic a
n-‘ ••’ my
real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, incuding
visiting Mr. Dennis Coyle and family. be out on the street again, after be
n f <’ redi tors w ill lie field at tiie office of
interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at public auction
Miss Tena McKeen was the week ing confined to the house by illness
Lr In• in 1. Va i I, in lii nt Iton on the V' th dav
at Coffin's Hall in said town on the first Monday in February, 1921, at nine
end guest of Miss Janice Bither in for the past three months.
V
■'i Jar,
1 .
1ni; 1 at
in
o', dock
o'clock A. M.
The youngest child of Mr. and Mrs. '
t h<*
in
Houlton.
for.m.onii
at
v hi ei i
ti me
Elmer Hilton Small lot of land on East Shore of Portage Lake.
M rs. T»ucy Ruth is very poorly at the Abel Crandall, about 15 months of
t! (
>a id cronlitors rnay
.attend,
prove
Value $50.00
home o f her daughter Mrs. J. Colby age, had the little finger on the left
ft M■i;r c'.iirns, ;' 1 !•'•!'!* a trustee, • xarnine
Tax
$2.35
hand
completely
severed
Thursday
by
j
thi
Gfberson.
- h;i nkrupt , n nd t r; msaet s ud 1 ((tiler
John Swift Parcel of land in (Buffalo so-called) Town of Port
C
O
L
.
W
H
I
T
T
L
E
S
E
Y
in
im t-i rn*'<s tis n my pr ” i terly come
M r. and Mrs. Livingstone Lyons of his little brother only 3 years of age
before
age Lake. Value $457.0b.
“ L o s t B a t t a l i o n ” - i :d
Littleton are visiting Mr. and
Mrs who was playing with an axe.
rt ing.
Tax
$21.48
Frankie Sprague while sliding on*’ W h a t A m e r i c a n heart ' ' i l l not t i c ill wi t h
•
a' He lipotl. .1;i n > pnl,. ’ ■•J !
Hillard White.
John A. Quigley,
last
week
with
several
other
Mrs. Bessie Hedrick of Presque l9le i day
LI *W I N L \ ML.
p r i de w h e n L i m i t . -i ’<>1 W h i t t l e s e y appear.-,
Toilet tor of Taxes of the Town of Portage.
visited with her sister Mrs.
Harry boys, overturned his sled cutting his on t he s r emi in a c t ual per s on r« . ohm; the
Re f er ee in Kar. kni p’ ev.
! n ••.'inher 21. 192b.
352
forehead over the right eve so badly i nsol ent d e m a n d o f the H e t m a n s t " ;-utStewart last week.
Mr. Daniel Hatfield is in Houlton that Dr. Tarbell found it necessary to render. A u s p i c e s Ch e s t e r L. B r i g g s Post .
driving the hack for Ansil Hatfield take five stiches to close the wound A m e r i c a n L e g i o n .
Ne ws
Don Crandall, a brakeman on tlie B.
who is on the sick list with spinal
A d m i s s i o n 35c
& A. R. R., met with a severe accident
trouble.
Mrs. Ada Ktrvin and grandson Donald here Friday while placing cars on a
Janes H ogan are visiting Mr. and siding. He fell between the cars, dis 1
Mrs. Abbott Lovett in Rumford this locating his knee cap and sustaining E T H E L C L A Y T O N in
other bruises, necessitating his re
“T h e C it y S p a r r o w ”
winter.
1 T h e s t o r y is h u m a n l y told de a l i ng .m j;
Dist. Snpt. J. W . Grey of Bangor moval to a Houlton hospital.
In one of the best plays of her (iocs wi t h tiie life o f a Kiri of the t heat re.
and Rev. M r. ’Pressy held Quarterly
Qm forence meeting on Monday after screen career Olive Thomas, tin* Wa l t e r f l i e r s ' r e m e d y is tin,- and the
seen
at , p e a c e f u l n e s s «if the rural scenes js a teal
noon at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Selznick beauty, will be
Martin’s Theatre Tuesday night in ' v a c a t i o n . <'la.-' A B u r t o n Holmes T r a Stewart.
Don't v e lo g u e .
M r. and Mrs. Garfield Burton en “ Foot Lights and Shadows."
On
tertained the Qdo. W . Richard clerks miss this wonderful production.
la g ! Wednesday evening. Fourteen Saturday night “ White Lies,” a Fox
lattes and gents enjoyed the straw production and the Animated Weekly
M A R G A R IT A F I S H E R in “G am e ste rs”
ride to the home where a pleasant News Reel.
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WHAT DID YOU MAKE IN 1920

BRIDGEWATER
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as well as GENTLEMEN may secure
the use of a

Safe Deposit Box
to care for their Valuable Papers, as
well as a room to open their Boxes in>
where they may open them as often
as necessary.
Call at the Bank and let us SHOW
YOU
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COLLECTOR’S ADVERtlSMENT OF SALE OF LANDS OF NON
RESIDENT OWNERS

LINNEUS

Week of Jan. 10, 1921

Tem ple Theatre
WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

;A ci

FRIDAY

evening w as spent with games and
cords. Oyster stew supper served,
alee fudge and candles

UTTER B
M rs. Howard Lavine of Mars Hill
fa visiting relatives here.
School! opened here Monday, Jan.
3rd. after a vacation of two weeks.
The **B” school opened Monday. Jan.
3rd, after a vacation of two weeks.
' T h e Sewing Club was entertained by
Mrs. Joe Mitchell last Thursday after
noon.
Mrs. Mary Rideout of Ludlow is
visiting her sister Mrs. George Car
penter.
T. J. Carpenter was in Houlton Fri
day to attend the funeral of Delancev
Mcllroy.
Miss Francis Gardiner has accepted
a position with the
New
England
Telephone Co.
Mrs. W ill Currie of Houlton visited
her mother Mrs. Elizabeth
Stevens
one day last week.
Friends of Miss W ildie Stevens will
be glad to know that she is recovering
from her recent illness.
, M rs Alfred London and children
returned last week from a visit with i
relatives in Monticello.
Mrs. Alfred London and two chil
dren Bessie and Fern are
visiting j
relatives in Monticello.

SCHOOL TEACHER
SUFFERS BREAKDOWN
Nerves Shattered, Tired and W o rn
Out, Thought Sh e W o u ld Have
To Give Up W o rk .
T ook
R E -N U -Y U and Gained Ten
P ou n d s
Miss
Mary
Morrissey,
popular
school teacher of
North
Andover.
Mass., is a firm believer in the merit
of R E -N U -Y U , as It proved
so ef- j
fectlve In her case.
Discussing it |
recently, she said, “I was completely
run down and suffering from nervous
strain that caused me to lose weight
rapidly. I felt tired and worn out all
the time, was nervous and irritable
and thought I should have to give up
my work. I decided to try RE-NU-YU.
After taking it a short time. I noticed
my nerves were stronger and I began
to Increase in weight.
I have now
used several bottes and feel better
and stronger ever wey.” RE-NU-YU
is a splendid family tonic for old and
young.
Excellent for children.
It
contains the necessary elements that
help make strong,
healthy bodies.
Take it regularly three times a day.
It wll help you check or ward off colds
and other winter ills. Sold at drug*gi£ta— $1.25 a bottle. E. A/ Morrissey
mpany, Boston, Mass.

LITTLETON

S t a r t i n g in a W e s t e r n mi n i n g t o w n and
n ovitur to s ce ne s o f ^atnblintf and f as hi on
in tlie East, tlie stor\ c o n t a i n s e l e me n t s
o f m e l o d r a m a t i c t e n s i t y and s uspense that
f o l l o w e r s nf this ki nd o f mi f rrt a i n m m f
e nj o y.
Screen M a g a z in e

L. P. Berry of Houlton was a Imsi
ness caller in town on Friday.
Mrs. Mark Gray was in Houlton
Monday and joined the Eastern Star
order.
John Griffin of Blaine was the guest
of his brother-in-law Mac Noble on H O B A R T B O S W O R T H in
“A T housand to One”
Friday.
A d a p t e d f r o m tlie novel " L a t e ' s Honey
Ruth and Wendell Gray, who have
been ill with severe colds are much m o o n ” . If you ar e l o o k i n g f or a pi ct ure
that is di f f e r e nt f r o m the 1i kti 1 1. laiudniu;
better.
Mrs. Hudson Hutchinson was the i kind, you wi l l tind e n t e r t a i n m e n t h me
Mut t & Jeff.
week-end guest of her mother, Mrs 1f fiat will hold s our i nt erest
T w o Keel C o m e d y F r o m Ha n d to Mout h
Kate Noble of Mars Hill.

SATURDAY

Paying the Fiddler
The country is recovering from the effects of its orgy
of spending. Extravagance, profiteering and unbridled
speculation have brought a burden to all. A cry for
economy is heard all over the land.
Seen conditions have occurred before and will occur
?.•' h: unless checked. In 1874 the Grange adopted
L l pehev of thrift. It declared opposition to excessive
s -as high interest rates and exorbitant profits. It
r* x.hdmed the need for the most direct and friendly
re.-.-:;tic ns between producers and consumers, that
’■V. b-Y
x ■!: L yy. m r; pre
Y
: ; v v Y n c iv --- q

it did th e n .
• ••• hus adhered to
* : ' • ac'.List iy to cheek
. <; .:i) \ , both private
c, c th individual and gov-

Now for Winter Sports!
in the way of sport can excel
NOTHING
the fun to he had in the mid-winter

outdoors. The pastimes that set your pulse
up to full speed ahead, clear the cobwebs
out of your brain, brighten up your cheeks,
fill you with energy!
Get your skates here—your sweater, your
sled. We have a complete assortment, of
the most popular kinds, made for best
service.
Come in today and let us fit you out.

( ur f riners, by reason o f sane
ian
•’ living, aic a {.neat steadying
loc - in the nation. But they need
ica.teiv.hm and a common spokesman
to widen their influence, The Grange
eff-.w yci: noth!

T h e Country G e n t l e m a n is in
fall accord with these principles. It,
too, is fighting the farmer’s fight.
By practical examples it shows how
farmers can correct abuses. And it
will make you acquainted with upto-date and profitable farming meth
ods that are being followed all over
the country. This, however, is only
a part of the help and pleasure you
will get in a year’s 52 big issues, which
now cost only $ 1.00. Find out for
yourself! Let our secretary care for
your order— today!

AROOSTOOK COUNTY POMONA GRANGE, NUMBER SEVEN
Mrs, Charles A. Stetson, Sec’y
Caribou, Maine

Ray D. Hewes, Master
Easton, Maine

Dear Secretary: I ’m o,lrul to sec the Grange being pushed with good advertising. And here’s my dollar for
T h e C o u n t r y G e n t l e m a n for a year — 52 weekly issues. Please forward my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

L. A . Barker Company
Oakfield, M aine
the

’W IN C H E S T E R

(M y Name)_
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